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Fire Levels
Warehouse Of
Local Business

•
STORAGE BUILDING GUTTED—A building used for storage for the T. V. Service Center here was gutted by fire Monday night Firemen remained on the
scene until seven a. m. today cleaning up debris and making sure the fire was

completely out. Damage estimates have been placed at well over S120,000
by Hatford James, owner of the building The building was also used for 10
apartments on the second floor.
Stafi Photo by David Hill

Carter Plans To Unveil Three
More Cabinet Selections Toda
PLAINS,Ga.(AP) — President-elect
Carter will unveil three more Cabinet
choices today, including his nominees
to head the departments of defense,
labor and housing and urban development,sources said.
The sources said the nominees would
be Harold Brown, president of the
California Institute of Technology, as
defense secretary; Ray Marshall, a
University of Texas economist, for the
labor post; and Patricia Roberts
Harris, former ambassador and law
school dean,to head HUD.
Carter scheduled a news conference,
to be televised by ABC-TV, at 2 p.m.
EST to announce his latest appointees.
There was no indication that the
President-elect was wavering in his
long-reported determination to name
Brown as his defense secretary. Brown
was a high Pentagon official in the Lyndon B. Johnson administration.
But there had been some question
over his selection of a labor secretary.
The AFL-CIO strongly supported
John T. Dunlop, a Hat*Yard economist,
to return to the job he held briefly
during the Ford administration. But
Carter turned to Marshall, apparently
as a compromise choice, after some
groups representing blacks and women
complained that Dunlop had not been a
strong supporter of minority hiring.
Marshall, a labor economist, is acceptable to labor and can expect to
have its support. But his appointment is
a disappointment to AFL-CIO President George Meany and other union
leaders who lobbied hard for Dunlop.
Marshall, 48, specializes in minority
employment problems and has served
on a number of government advisory
boards.
Joseph A. Califano Jr., a Washington
attorney who helped draft major social
legislation as a key White House aide to
President Johnson, was reported to he
the favorite for the post of secretary of

the Department of Health, Education
and Welfare.
But Carter aides indicated Monday
night that Califano would not be in
Plains for today's news conference. In
naming his other cabinet nominees,
Carter has called news conferences and
has had the appointees at his side.
A Carter aide in Washington
suggested that the President-elect
would complete naming his cabinet on
Wednesday or Thursday with announcement of his choices for secretary
of the Department of Housing and
Urban Development and HEW.
Carter transition aides say the HUD
job will go to either Newark, N.J.,
Mayor Kenneth Gibson or Baltrnore
housing chief Robert Embry. In addition to Gibson, two other blacks are
mentioned as possible contenders:
Mayor Richard Hatcher of Gary, Ind.,
and Patricia Roberts Harris, former
ambassador to Luxembourg and former dean of the Howard University
Law School. But according to one
source, Gibson "is far asfay the -frontrunner."

Bus Schedules Are
Announced Today
The Murray-Calloway Transit
System will operate the regular city
route and one on call bus on Christmas
Eve,Friday, December 24, from 7:30 a.
m. to 5:30 p. m.
For transportation on Friday call 7539725 no later than noon on Friday, said
Alex McLeod, director.
Shopping day for the Senior Citizens
this week will be on Thursday instead of
Friday. For morning shopping call 7539725 by 9:15 a. m. and for afternoon
shopping call by 11:30 a. m. on Thursday, said Verona Grogan, Murray
Senior Citizens director.

Carter also is expected to announce
later in the week that he has chosen
.
former Defense Secretary James R41
Schlesinger, who was fired by
President Ford, as energy thieffor the
new administration.
Aides said he also will name his
director of central intelligence, most
likely Theodore Sorenson, who served
as a top assistant to President John F.
Kennedy.

The President-elect named three
persons to his cabinet at a Monday
news conference, including a woman.
He named former U.S. Circuit Judge
Griffin Bell of Atlanta as attorney
general, Duke University economist
Juanita Kreps as secretary of
commerce and Rep. Bob .Bergland, DMinn., a farm operator, secretary of
agriculture.

Freezing Temperatures
Sweep Across Kentucky
By The Associated Press
Freezing temperatures and up to two
inches of snow brought Kentucky's
weather in line with the Christmas
holidays, but state police report that the
potentially treacherous conditions
produced little trouble on the state's
highways.
Much of the weather trouble was
reported in southeastern Kentucky,
which had continued light snow today.
Traffic was lighter than normal on
most Kentucky highways, and no major
accidents were reported.
The state police post at Harlan said
early today that major and secondary
roads remained snow-covered and
slick. A tractor-trailer accident near
the Kentucky-Tennessee line was the
only reported accident in that area.
however.
All interstate highways in the state
were reported open, although the .
passing lane of 1-64 in eastern Kentucky
was still slick in spots. The driving lane
on that highway was reported clear.
State police said that road crews
worked all night on 1-64, and had
cleared both lanes late Monday. But

snow continued to fall through the night
and the crews were able to keep only
one lane open for traffic.
The Morehead post reported that
highway conditions deteriorated to the
east, where secondary. roads near the
West Virginia border were still slick
after a night-long snow.
But no accidents were rep9rted in the
area.
In northern Kentucky, both lanes of I71 and 1-75 were open early today, and
no accidents had been reported. Traffic
was generally light. There was some
trouble in the Scott County area north of
Lexington late Monday, but troopers
reported only a few minor accidents.
On 1-65 from Louisville through
Bowling Green, little snow accumulation was reported. Highway
conditions were generally rated good,
although some overpasses in the
Bowling Green area remained slick.
Western Kentucky's weather cleared
during the night and highway conditions were rated good in the western
half of the state. A general clearing
trend from west to east was forecast by
the National Weather Service.,

Fire leveled a warehouse-apartment
building at 312 North Fourth Street last
night, causing damages estimated at
well over $120,000.
The building, owned by Hafford
James, provided 10 apartments on the
top floor for students, and storage
space for inventory and other items
connected with the T. V. Service Center
in the Central Center, also owned by
James.
James said this morning that the
building would cost at least $90,000 to
rebuild, and added that there was at
least $30,000 in new merchandise stored
on the lower floor. He also said that
many used items accumulated over the
years were lost. James said that he has
no estimate on that part of the loss, but
said it will run into the thousands of
dollars, even at market value of the
used items.
The fire is believed to have started in
the old office area of the lower floor.
Firemen were called at 4:41 p.m.
Monday, and remained on the scene
until seven a.m. today.
Five trucks and 33 men responded to
the call, with 13 lines and 2,500 feet of
hose laid to fight the fire.
Substantial damage was also
reported to Caldwell Used Cars, located
next door to the TV Service Center

Additional Holiday
Baskets Are Sought
The Murray Ministerial Association
was informed today of about 12 additional needy families in Murray and
Calloway County who the association
wishes to provide Christmas baskets
for this holiday season.
Any individuals or groups which wish
to respond to this need should contact
immediately Fred Morton, 753-3531 or
753-1202 or David Roos, 753-3824.

building. An official of that firm said
this morning that his main building
suffered damage to the north half of the
roof, and to windows on the north side.
A cleanup shop behind the main
building sustained damage to the north
gable of the building, as well as some
damage to the roof.
The building measured 140 by 40 feet,
and provided eight efficiency apartments and two two-bedroom apartments on the top floor. James said this
morning that 13 students had been
living in the building, but that some of
them were in the process of moving out,
and he has not determined to what
extent they were affected by the fire.
James said the lower floor of the
building contained many lay-away
items that customers had purchased for
Christmas, but that the majority of
those items will be replaced in Wile for
Christmas
He added that there was a new
refrigerator, two new stoves, 40 new
dormitory-size refrigerators, and 50
used dorm refrigerators that had been
used for rentals to students that were
destroyed in the.are.
The cause of the fire has not been
determined at this time. James said his
son, Barry, was in the building at 3:30
Monday afternoon, but saw nothing that
would have caused the fire. There were
no electric heaters turned on at the time
of the fire, but James said he does
believe that the blaze started
somewhere in the area of the old office
downstairs.

Clear and Cold
Clear and cold through Wednesday
Lows tonight in the upper teens. Highs
Wednesday in the mid to upper 30s.
Winds northwesterly to 15 mph,
becoming southerly to 15 mph tonight.
Chance of precipitation 10 per cent
tonight and 10 per cent Wednesday

Food Prices Post First
Decline In Eight Months
WASHINGTON ( AP) — The first
decline in food prices in eight months
helped hold the over-all rise in consumer prices in November to threetenths of a per cent, the same as in October, the government said today.

The Labor Department said the
prices of a large number of grocery
items fell during the month, led by
fresh vegetables, down 6.5 per cent;
pork, down 3.1 per celt and dairy products, which declined for the first time
since early this year.

At the same time, the government
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Death Of Daley Leaves Chicago Stunned
By JOSEPH R. TYBOR
Associated Press Writer
CHICAGO AP) — His bodyguards
wept, his city was stunned, and his
fellow national leaders expressed grief
at the death of Mayor Richard Joseph
Daley, lord of a political fiefdom whose
likes may never be seen again.
The nation's most powerful mayor,
last of the big-city political bosses, who
cultivated family, love and, above all,
party loyalty, died Monday at 74 of a
heart attack in his doctor's office.
Within hours, while his body was
being prepared to lie in state today,
leaders of the city's ald ,rmen met in
his fifth floor City Hall office to probe
Chicago's future leadership.
State law provides that the City
Council, long a rubber stamp for Daley,
select one of its own as mayor until a
special election is held within six
months.

-

But Chicago also has "home rule"
under the Illinois Constititution and,
conctivably, could change the
procedure, legal officials said.
Until some action is taken, Ald.
Wilson Frost, council president pro
tern, may become acting maybr — the
first black to assume the post in the
city's history'.
Possible permanent successors include Aid. Michael Bilandic, from
Daley's own ward, Ald. Edward
Vrdolyak, from a Southeast Side ward,
and the late mayor's son, Richard, now
a state senator.
Daley's body was to lie in state from
noon to 8 p.m. today at The Nativity of
Our Lord Church in the mayor's
Bridgeport neighborhood, where he
took daily Communion and from which
both his paints were buried. Parish
Secretary Shirley Connors said visitors
would be allowed to pass by to pay

respects, but would not be permittc
sit down. A Mass was planned •
Wednesday.
Daley had gone to see his persona.
physician, Dr. Thomas Coogan Jr., for
a regularly scheduled visit, c,dhplaining of chest pains. Coogan ordered
an electrocardiogram, confirmed an
irregular heart beat and left his office
to make emergency arrangements at a
nearby hospital.
Daley telephoned one of his sevc
children, Michael. He apparent
concluded the conversation and then
collapsed.
Coogan, paramedics and doctors
from Northwestern Memorial Hospital
tried desperately for neatht.two hours
to revive Daley as family membets
recited the Rosary in his office.
Daley was pronounced dead at 3.40
p.m., CST, and a rule that spanned

`t.

three decades ended in a breathless
Last Hurrah.
Eulogies poured in.
President Ford, vacationing, in Vail.
Colo., called Daley "a towering figure
on the American scene." Presidentelect Carter said he was ".deeply
saddened" by the death of "a great and
good friend to me and a great
Democratic leader."
Sen. Edward M. Kennedy. D-Mass.,
whose brother, John, received both
Daley's blessings and the votes from
Chicago that gave him Illinois in his
1960 presidential victory, called Daley
"one of America's greatest mayors."
James R. Thompson, a Republican
who beat Daley's handpicked candidate
for governor on Nov. 2. said "a'part of
Chicago died." Thompson, as U.S.
prosecutor, jailed severai of Daley's
cronies for official corruption.

New York Mayor Abraham Beanie.
struck a theme common among many
big-city mayors, saying Daley's death
"marks the passing of one of the
strongest, best-known mayors of this
century."
, Word of. Daley's death was slow in
ceming, the uncertainty reminiscent of
the sfroke he suffered in May 1974. He
required surgery at the time but went
on to win an unprecedented sixth term
as mayor. At that time,friends and foes
alike concurred he'd have the job as
long as he lived.
Richard Joseph Daley was born May
5, 1902. the son of Michael Daley, a
sheetmetal worker born in County
Wexford. Ireland. He grew up in a
small apartment in the heavily Irish
and political neighborhood where he
lived most of his life.
lie rrearried a girl he met at a softball

ea me, Eleanor •'Sis" Guilfoy le.
As a teen-ager, Daley worked briefly
in the L'hicago Union Stockyards, but he
soon plunged into the political life of the
11th Ward. He became a precinct
captain and then secretary to a
powerful alderman.
He worked at City Hall while attending De Paul University law school
at night.
In 1936, Daley ran as a Republican
state
for
candidate
write-in
representative - and won When he got
to Springfield. he sat with the
Democrats.
He advanced to the state Senate in
1938 and lost his only election in 1946
when he ran for sheriff.
He ultimately won a seat on the Cook
County Central Cominittee, became
chairman of the committee and was
first elected mayor in 1955.
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Teenager Needs 3,000
C(Ilories, Mother 1850
By Bonnie Davenport
•
Dairy Nutrition Council
The teenager, helpful one
minute and rebellious the
next, is full of surprises. Not
the least of these is the
'quantity of food he can put
sway.
A look at a chart of
reconunended daily dietary
allowances can help to explain
why. A 14-year old boy needs
,3,000 calories...compared to
his mother's 1850! And those
. calories should come from
foods that deliver all the
nutrients he needs.
The Dairy & Food Nutrition
Council of the Southeast
recognizes that this is a
challenge to parents, and
. offers these suggestions: For
one, try to evaluate your
family situation to see how
well your mealtime pattern
fits the needs of all members
of your family.
We are living in an era when
"three square meals" no
longer are possible for all
Jamiltes. By the time children
:are teenagers, both parents
Allay be working and arriving
home at irregular hours. The
teenager himself may get
involved in activities that
complicate his schedule with
.Meetings that run through the
dinner hour.
Some people cope by
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planning meals a week at a
time, and doing much of the
preparation on weekends or
evenings. Then, a note on the
refrigerator door can let
everyone know what is on the
menu - and what is fair game
inside.
The working mother can get
the day off to a good start by
preparing - leaving, if
necessary - hot breakfast.
Bacon and eggs, or cooked
cereal topped with milk, are
worth the extra minutes they
take. Even if Mom happens to
be counting her calories, she
still needs an adequate breakfast. &small serving of what
the kith are having helps even
,the dieters, as it reduces the
urge to splurge on snacks
during coffee break.
If your teenager "brown
bags" it, see that he has a
protein-rich sandwich or two.
Lunchmeat and cheese are
good separately or in combination. Crisp vegetables and
a fruit dessert help pack in
many of the vitamins and
minerals he needs. Encourage
him to have a carton of milk,
as it provides the calcium so
essential for teeth and
growing bones.
The after-school rush to the
refrigerator meets a very real
need. The gang will like
milkshakes from the blender,
and vegetable strips with a
sour cream dip.
Later on, if your... teen is
"batching it" through the
dinner hour, jot a brief
schedule on the note you've
put on the refrigerator. "Main
dish in 350 oven — 5:30. While
it heats, open a can of
vegetables, and take the
molded fruit salad from the
refrigerator. Main dish ready
at 6. Dessert — brownies and
ice cream."
•• Such a meal may not offer
the togetherness of a family
gathering, but it covers the
nutritional bases. Try to
recoup the closeness with a
bedtime chat.

arden Path
By MRS.W.P.WILLIAmS
Is there any sweeter sound
than children's voices on a
cold December night, singing
Christmas carols? I don't
think there is I watched and
listened in deep appreciation
as a group of young people
stood around my front porch
last week and sang some of the
beloved old Christmas songs
It was a wonderful moment
and added so much to my
Christmas spirit. I admit it
doesn't take much to lift my
spirits at the time of the year,
I am already bubbling over
with anti-.:ipation.
There are so many wonderful things happening: —A
beautiful Christmas play at
the church —a beautifully
decorsted church with a
gorgeous tree and garlands of
greenery —Christmas cards
—a small tree on my living
room table twinkling with
lights —brightly wrapped
packages under it —wreaths
at windows —houses sprinkled
with lights —smiles on faces
—warm greetings.
Oh, there is so much gaiety
and bustle and happiness and
love being scattered around
There is the other side of
Christmas that isn't so
beautiful. For there are folks
whose holidays won't be so
happy, folks who do not have
enough and who need our help.
Let us give and give
generously to bring just a little
joy into the homes and hearts
of those who have so little.
Isn't it great that most of the
Christmas flowers are RED—

the Poinsettia, the Christmas
Cactus, Amaryllis. They seem
to be doing their best to help
beautify the world at this
time. Every blossom is appreciated during the winter
months
I found a big box of Begonias
in my little green house, in full
bloom, red and white and
pink I treasured each one,
and brought a bouquet in for
my breakfast table.
House plants need special
attention these days when we
have heat in our homes. The
air is usually a little dry for
growing things, and plants
need water regularly. But
again, I caution, don't overdo
it. Let the soil get dry before
adding more water.
An occasional sponging of
the leaves will help, as the
pores get covered with dust
and they can't breathe
properly. Yes, plants need to
breathe too. Modern homes
are not conductive to the wellbeing of plants. We keep our
houses too warm and too dry.
But a little thought will take
care of that
In the few days left before
we celebrate the birth of the
Christ-child, let's put our
minds on higher things, and be
thankful that we live in this
free and wonderful country.
Let's be thankful for our
churches, our faith, our
friends and our for our loved
celebrate
Let's
ones.
Christmas with our hearts
That is the only way to find
out what Christmas really is.
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Thursday, December 23
Tuesday,December 21
ComSinking Spring Baptist
Murray-Calloway
Church youth will present a prehensive Care Center will
PATIENT AT HOSPITAL
of live nativity story on the lot be closed. For emergency call
O'Donley
Deborah
dismissed next to the church at six, toll free 1-800-592-3980
was
Murray
m.
December 10 from the seven, and eight p.
,
Hospital
Friday, December 24
Community
Twin Lakers Good Sam Club
Murray and Calloway
Mayfield.
will hold its annual Christmas Transit System will operate
dinner at 6:30 p.m. at the regular city route and one on
United Campus Ministry call bus from 7:30 a.m. to 5:30
building with Fred and Shirley p.m. For transportation today
Morton as wagonmasters.
call 753-9725 no later than 12
noon.
of
Searchers
Bible
ComMemorial Baptist Church will
Murray-Calloway
hold its Christmas party at the prehensive Care Center will
fellowship hall of the church at be closed and for emergency
p. seven p. m.
call toll free 1-800-592-3980.
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-Christmas program- will be
presented at Deward's Chapel
Pentecostal Church, Highway
94 East, at seven p.m.
Murray TOPS. Club will
meet at seven p.m. at Health
Center.
Shower for Mr. and Mrs.
Wade Wilson and sons, Steve
and Tommy 'who lost their
home and contents by fire, will
be held at Alford Masonic
Lodge building at Aurora at
seven p.m.

Sunshower concert will be at
seven p. m. at the Memorial
Baptist Church following
fellowship dinner at six p. .
InternatiMial
the
with
students as guests.
Thursday, December 23
Ellis Center will be open
from ten a.m. to three p.m. for
Senior Citizens.

Mademoiselle Shop
Court Square Murray

Saturday, December 25
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Rayburn,
Murray, will be honored on
their 50th wedding anniversary with a reception at
the Benton Country Club,
Benton, from three to five
p.m.
Sunday. December 26
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Hargis
will be honored on their 50th
wedding anniversary with a
reception at the Holiday Inn
from 2:30 to 4:30 p.m.

Mr. and Mrs. Jeddie B.
Cathey will be honored on
Murray Assembly No. 19 their 50th wedding anOrder of the Rainbow for Girls niversary with an open house
will meet at seven p.m. at the at their home, 1612 Main
Masonic Hall.
Street, Murray, from two to
four p.m.
Wednesday, December 22
Youth of Memorial Baptist
Church will have their
Christmas party at the Perrin
home.
MAYFIELD PATIENT
James E. Hudspeth of
Senior Citizens will meet at
1:30 p.m. at the North Second Kirksey Route One was
Center to go to visit the dismissed December 11 from
Calloway County Public the Community Hospital,
Library to see the different Mayfield.
Christmas trees. Call 753-0924
by 11:30 a.m. for transportation.
Showings of the live nativity
story will be at six, seven, and
eight p. m. by the Sinking
Spring Baptist Church youth
on the lot next to the church.
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Dalton goes to great lengths
to bring you fashions to be
the perfect accompaniment
to evenings out.
.Like this solid
color pointel
boucle threepiece long
dress..
sleeveless shell,
pull-on skirt and
jacket. Sizes 6 to

.sen.

Christmas Reindeer Expresses
Season's Greetings

own the

Shopping day for Senior
Citizens will be today instead
of Friday and persons call 7539725 by 9:15 a.m. for morning
shopping and by 11:30 a.m. for
afternebn shopping.

Bachelor Says Keep
Love Letters Coming
By Abigail Van Buren
l0 1975 by Cbsobio Too...no N V Mow Syne Inc

DEAR ABBY: A woman wrote to say she had a secret
crush on a man in town she'd never met. She confessed to
phoning him just to hear his voice, then hanging up. She
also bombarded him with anonymous cards and love
letters. You told her to cut. it out as she was "harassing"
him.
I am a bachelor (well, twice divorced), and 1 met a lady
once who developed a mad crush on me. She bedded me
and subsequently showered me with loving cards and
letters. My coworkers found a few of the cards in the
a
office, and they started kidding me. They said she was
so I
pest. I concluded that they were probably right,
ignored her.
Well, she quit writing, and now I miss all those cards and
love letters.
Abby, please don't tell women not to send loving
messages to men about whom they fantasize. We men need
them. It's great for the ego. Everyone needs to feel wanted
and loved.
SORRY IN SAN FRANCISCO
DEAR SORRY:I disapprove of writing anonymous love
is
letters to strangers. Also phoning and hanging up. This
the
harassment and can cause one to worry about what
kook will do next.
sense,
In your case, you knew the woman (in the Biblical
her a
labeled
coworkers
when
her
dropped
you
tool, but
!
pest. Big difference

at holiday
A CHRISTMAS REINDEER is a smile-maker wreath, to
time: place one on your front door, instead of a children's
great
greet friends and loved ones. Reindeers make
easily from
toys, too. You can make a Christmas reindeer
and some houseempty Grease relief degreaser refill containers
hold odds and ends.
of the
After a thorough house- holes on either side
containers
cleaning in preparation for head These two
antlers.
the holidays, you may be left become the reindeer's
3. Twist the bottles in
with the makings for a
unique holiday decoration or place so that all three curved
Christmas toy that cheerfully sides are facing upward.
4. Color eyes on paper
expresses the season's greetfrom
ings — a Christmas reindeer! and cut out. Cut an oval glue
The reindeer is easy to make, paper or felt for a nose,
A
and you'll probably find you nose and eyes to head.
have the main ingredients for mouth can be made from a
whipping one op right on strip of felt or paper cut to
approximately 6"x112"; trim
hand. Here's how:
MATERIALS: Black and edges to curve slightly upward
white construction paper or in a "smile," and glue to head.
Antlers and ears can also
felt; white glue; three Grease
relief degreaser refill con- be made from these materials.
tainers; (optional) length of First draw ear or antler
shapes on newspaper. Fold
wire or coathanger.
1. Cut a round hole the felt or paper in half and cut
size of a quarter on each flat out. You will have two ears
side of one container directly lifidl*ro antlers. Glue the ears
below and as close as possible to the head and the antlers.to
to the screw -on cap. This con- the other two containers.
5. Twist wire or a piece of
tainer becomes the face and
metal coathanger around the
head of the reindeer.
2. Remove the caps from cap of the first container to
the other two containers and form a hook for hanging the
force the tops into the cut-out reindeer on a nail.

DEAR ABBY: I am an artist. I have talent that took
many years to develop. I ask (and get) good prices for my
drawing's and paintings, but something burns me up and I
would like to get it off my chest.
When a prospective customer admires a piece of my
work, and he wants it very much, he will ask, "How much
do you want for it?" When I tell him the price, he asks,
"How LONG did it take you to do it?"
My blood pressure shoots sky high! What does THAT
have to do with anything? What does it matter if it. took me
two hours, two months or two years to do it? If the piece is
pleasing and the customer wants it, that should be enough.
An artist is not like a ditch digger who is paid by the hour!
There, I finally got this off my chest, and I feel better. If
I see this in your column I will feel like a king.
OFF MY CHEST IN CARMEL
DEAR OFF: Happy to have crowned you.
DEAR ABBY: My teenage daughter has a large nose.
She knows it's big, but it doesn't seem to bother her. I feel
that she shouldn't have to live the rest of her life With
something like that when it can be improved by plastic
surgery.
I don't want to mention it to her because if she knows it
bothers me, it might make her self-conscious.
At what age can this type of surgery be done? How risky
is it? How much does it cost? And should I keep quiet about
it?
NOSEY MOM

IN MU
$41 No Buz RI

Thru 12/24

Each Feature Shown Once Nitely
Goldie Hawn - George Segal in

DEAR MOM: That type of surgery is usually performed
when a girl is about 17 or 18, but your plastic surgeon is
better qualified to answer your medical questions. And if
you don't want your daughter to know that her nose
bothers you, keep YOUR nose out of it.

'The Duchess And The Dirtwater Fox"
(PG)
and
720
Brother"
"Sherlock Holmes' Smarter
:15 Each Feature Shown Once Nitely PG

For Abby's new booklet, "What Teen-agers Want to
Know," send $1 to Abigail Van Buren( 132 Lasky Dr.,
Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212. Please,' enclose a long.
self-addressed, stamped (244) envelope.

7:15
9:35

"King Kong"(PG)
Not Included In Dollar Nite

Coffee Cup 0hatter
Brass is found in a variety of
To clean your coffee perhousehold furnishings, from eolator, fill the basket almost
bedposts to spoons. It is hard, //full with dishwashing powder.
durable and easy to keep clean Add cold water and percolate.
with frequent sudsy washings. If all the stains are not
Tarnished items can be removed, repeat the process.
brightened with a commercial Finally wash with warm
cleaner. One word of caution: water and detergent. —
lacquered brass pieces should Maxine Griffin, Clinton.
not be placed in a dishwasher.
— Judy Hetterman, Hickman.
++++
Warning! For safety's sake,
home-canned
a!1
boil
vegetables,even tomato juice,
at least ten minutes before you
ever taste it. Boil spinach and
corn 20 minutes. If you want to
use the home-canned product
in a cold dish, such as bean
salad, you should still boil the
/product and then chill. This
will result in some loss of
vitamins but is worth the loss
to be safe. —Pat Curtsinger,
Benton.

The Giant Spider Invasion"
(PG)
7:25
and
"Rattlers"(PG) 9:10

2:30 Sun.

Closed 'Til Fri.

For the man who has everything
but his own electric indoor Grill

111111-etto by lenn-Air
WOO

We will

Close
at
4:00 p.m.
Friday,
December 24

Die ttiiUktgcd
Porto*ekttri
grill that duplit ale%
trueiPuhIjorthw/ktzIr
hlinq

Where there's smoke there's flavor!

its he indoo, grill with a ditfe-ence GRILL-ette captures the flavor in cookrng
to give the foods vou broil that special "outdoor flavor- and juicy "done just
tenderness. GRILL-ette's exclusive design allows hot cooking juices to drop
heating surtace below and vaporize into flavorful smoke which bathes the food
true chgr-HavOr that car., be duplicated by "smokeless" grills.

753-1713

Wilf'PEOPLES/BANK
M 1.7121RAY
Mamalto FOIC

95

KY.
MUT,KENTUCKY

smoke
right"
to the
with a
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Children's Concerts For
Students Are Presented
By Carole Hahn
Santa Claus came to town on
Tuesday morning leading
Professor Robert Haar and
some sixty members of
Professor Baar's Christmas
Carol Choir on to the stage of
Lovett Auditorium for the
annual Christmas sing for
students of the Murray and
Calloway County Schools.
The choir first sang a
carol, "Angels
French
Hovered Round." In the
second selection, "How Still
He Rests" by Brent Pierce,
one of the female choir
members played a flute accompaniment while Santa
took her place in the choir.
Murray Area Vocational Education Center Dra Chapter Members participated in
the breakfast show at Burger Queen over the local radio station promoting National
DECA Week. Wacy Harrington, second right, hostess for the show, is pictured, left to
right, with fobbie Smith, regional vice-president, Janet Smith, regional historian, Tim
Hutson,chapter treasurer, and Diana Sliger, secretary for the Kentucky Association.

Professor Baar talking with
Santa as well as the hundreds
of students assembled at the
8:45 and 10:00 a. m. per-

formances, asked "How Far him.
. and a surprisingly
Is It To Bethlehem'," and adept Santa led the choir in
answered the question for the singing "Jolly Old Saint
students - "Not Far; not far!" Nick."
A Danish) folk song, "How
"Up on a Housetop" was
Beautiful the Sky" was sung sung by all the children in the
next, followed by the Spanish audience with Professor Haar
carol, "Film, F um , urn."
directing them and the choir
The
children
were singing right along with them.
especially responsive when The delightful happy and
they were told they would hear carefree caroling was con"Winter Wonderland," and cluded with the M. S. U. choir
when
Professor
Baar performing "Joy to the
questioned the youthful World," "0, Little Town of
audience as to their favorite Bethlehem" and the choir left
"carol," Baar though it might the stage singing the strains of
be "Away in the Manger," but "Silent Night."
Ushers for both morning
the students shouted "Jingle
Bells". . . so the choir sang performances were members
both, and a tiny child was of the Music Department of
brought up on stage to direct the Murray Woman's Club;
and the arrangements for the
the entire ensemble.
schools and the ushers were
Baar asked Santa to direct under the auspices of Mrs.
the next selection named for James Thompson.

Golden Age Club Has
.
Funtilmtvia
by Baldwin
the Musical instrument
yOur entire family
will enjoy

There's fun for every member
of fhe famuy in the Etaldw.n
ye /ever
funfulachtne Even 0 Cuy
pta,ed before. you can make
111u,C *nth the Funtiaw tone The

first fahe you Ira You,an PlaY
rock. [foreland. palka swain
any one of 17 cOn`prete,hyttn
,
accompaniments ani Over a
daten solo rns!rurnent Intith lust
One 1,,,oer On each hand
Came in and lry the new Baldwin
TurtMachrhe II s a whole new
krnd of tarrhli, fan'

LONARDO
PIANO CO.
"You complete music store"'
Across from the Post Office
Paris, Ti...

I

Retitement
Account

ndividual

Let's say my last employer hod a qualified profitsharing or pension plan end I can take my funds
with me, eon I put these funds into on IRA?
YES. provided you deposit these identical
funds, withdrawn from your profit-sharing or
pension plan, and put them into your IRA within
60 days of withdrawal. However, you must subtract from these funds any voluntary contributions you have made. These are called
"Roll-over" contributions. This can be done only
once in a three year period.
0
rPEOPLES
/BANK
Wa
KY.
MURRAY
Member FDIC

Schlueter, Will Rose, Messrs
Paul Kingins and Byron )
Isemenger, Mesdames Artis
Fuqua, Thelma Parker,
Mattie
Rollins,
Lucille
Parker. Mina Waters, Rubie
Barnes, Tennessee Outland,
Ola Bailey, Naoma Schwalm,
Calista Clanton, Robbie
Harrison, Gussie Adams,
Birdie Parker, Lillie Outland,
Alice Bates, Ruth Chambers,
Sadie Harrell, Hildred Sharpe,
Autrey Lange, Ovie Galloway,
Sue Galloway, Katie Overcast, Connie Jones, Frances
Beach, Jessie Robinson, Floy
Caldwell, Eunice Shekel!,
Modena Butterworth, Mary
Louise Baker, and Lochie
Hart.
Visitors were Dr. James
Fisher, Dr. and Mrs. Hendrickson, Mrs. Lyda Miller,
Miss Lida Dowdy, Ohs McNellis, and Mrs. Stella Futrell.

Sonia Wooton
Complimented
With Shower

1,1
of
The Bank Murray
Cordially Invites You
To Visit

"The Holiday Table"
During Banking Mars aft.
die Vain Bank Office
1411-s& Main

December 20 through December 24

Photo by Barry Johnson

Lydian Class Holds Christnzas
Dinner At The Colonial House

Mrs. Hendon
Honored friith
Bridal Shower

Per Pose In Living

Color
For Original Print Onlr
*No limit
...!Groups Okay
*AN Ages

The Professionals
MS.116753-0133
Pres Polio

flew

December 11, 1976
Adults 124
Nursery 5
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Baby Boy Butler (mother
Connie), Rt. 1, Hardin.
DISMISSALS
Miss Misty M. Broach, Rt. 2,
Puryear, Tn., Miss Teresa A.
Cavitt, 100 Spruce, Murray,
Richard I.. Fuqua, Rt. 1,
Farmington, Lester T. McCreery, Rt. 2, Hazel, Miss
Kathy J. Black, Rt. 2, Box 201,
Murray, James G. Call, Rt. 2,
Parts, Tn., Billy R. Housden,
314 Woodlawn, Murray, Mrs.
Eunice E. Morton, Rt. 1,
Hazel, Mrs. Yolanda A.
Glisson, Rt. 4, Murray, Edward G. Knight, 318 S. 15th.,
Murray, Mrs. Kathleen M.
Lovett, Rt. 1, Hardin, Ernest
Doran, Rt. 1, Dukedom, Tn.,
Frank Wainscott, Pine Bluff
Shores, Hamlin, Mrs. Hattie
F. Elkins, 1613 Hamilton,
Murray.

mother, Mrs. Norman Lane
Refreshments of sausage
balls, cranberry bread,
candies and a delightful
assortment of fresh fruits,
punch and coffee were served
in silver appointments from a
table covered with a green
lace cloth centered with a
poinsettia, flanked by candles.
Approximately 55 guests
attended or sent gifts.
To conserve energy when you
are using your oven, open the
door as little as possible to
keep from cooling the oven and
reactivating the thermostat.

NOTICE
Murray firms of the
Murray-Calloway County
Insurance Agents Assoc.

Will be closed
Christmas Eve
As Well As Christmas Day
We Will Reopen
Dec. 27

The Members of
the Association are
as Follows:
Ronnie Ross-MFA
Ray Broach-Ky. Farm Bureau
Joe Sledd Insurance Agency
Wayne Wilson Insurance & Real Estate
Holton-Melugin Insurance Agency
The Murray Insurance Agency
The Hazel Insurance Agency
Don Henry-State Farm Mutual Insurance
Clyde Roberts-State Farm Mutual
T. C. Collie Insurance Agency

Last Minute Christmas

Shopping Got You Puzzled?

YOUR
PHOTO

49c

Hospital Report

Group captains were in
charge of the decorations with
Mrs. Huron Redden as
chairperson.
Mrs. Archie Simmons, class
teacher, expressed her thanks
to the class for a wonderful
year.
Members present not
previously mentioned were
Mesdames Novella Morgan,
Hillard Rogers, J. N. Outland,
R. L. Ward, Cross Spann,
Cecil Paschall, Hunter Love,
R. E. Kelley, Treva Johnson,
W. C. Rowlett, Carney Andrus, Hugh Farris, Grogan
Roberts, Lee Warren Fox,
Hall McCuiston, W. R. Perry,
Noble Story, Orman Price,
Clifford Smith, Leone Travis,
Stanford Andrus, Owen
Billington, Karl Hoov4r, Orvis
Hendricks, Preston Jones and
Miss Louise Swam.
The meeting was closed
with prayer.

MAYFIELD PATIENT
Joann Thomason of Murray
Route Seven was discharged
December 10 from the
Hospital,
Community
Mayfield.

Ai...torch Studios

co

Miss Amy Young Is Complimented
With Shower At The Frank Home

JOINING IN — Lori Wiliams, a third grader from the Carter Elementary School in
Murray, had her first chance at stardom when she performed with the Murray State
University choir during the annual children's choir concert presented Tuesday, Dec. 14.
Directing the performance was Robert Baar, professor in the Department of Music.
Also giving a command performance was, who else, Santa Claus.

The Lydian Sunday School
class of the First Baptist
Church held its annual
Christmas meeting at 610
p. m on Tuesday, December
The home of Miss Lucretia
at the Colonial House
14,
Crawford was the scene of a
Smorgasbord with Mrs.
in
given
shower
personal
class
Farris,
Wilburn
honor of Sonia Wooton,
president, presiding.
December bride-elect of
Mrs. Porter Holland gave a
Donnie Houston, by Lucretia
beautiful devotion entitled,
Crawford and Ann Tutt.
"Whose Birthday Are We
Games were directed by the
Celebrating?."
hostesses with prizes being
Arrangements of red and
Raymond
Mrs.
won by
with red candles and a
green,
Crawford, Jennifer Darnell
white miniature Christmas
and Cindy Sykes who
tree decorated the tables.
presented them to the
honoree.
Those present included Mrs.
Raymond Crawford, Mrs.
Donald Wooton, mother of the
bride-elect, Jennifer Darnell,
and Cindy Sykes.
Mrs. Billy Hendon, the
former Barbara Alexander,
was the honoree at a
delightfully planned bridal
HOSPITAL PATIENT
shower held on November
of eleventh
Marshall Paschall
New
the
at
Farmington Route One was Providence Church of Christ.
dismissed December 10 from
The honoree opened her
the Community Hospital, many lovely and useful gifts
Mayfield.
for the guests to view.
Thirty persons were present
or sent gifts. Refreshments
were served by the women of
the church who were the
hostesses for the special
occasion.

INI

Mr. and Mrs. Dwight Crisp of Murray will be honored on
their golden wedding anniversary on Monday, December 27,
with a reception at the Murray Woman's Club House. Hours
will be front two to five p.m.
Hosting the event for Mr. and Mrs. Crisp will be their
children — Dr. and Mrs. Neil( Ann) Demaree of (harleston, S.
C., Dr. and Mrs. Gene (Nancy) Hendon of Dayton, Ohio, and
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Crisp of Menlo Park, Calif.
All friends and relatives are invited to call during the afternoon hours and the family requests that guests not bring gifts.
The couple was married December 27, 1926, at the First
Presbyterian Church in Cairo, Ill., with Miss Louise Graves,
Mrs. Georgia Benedict Wear Adams,and the late Elliott Wear
as attendants.
Mrs. Crisp is the former Marie Graves of Bardwell. Mr.
Crisp was an executive with the Boy Scouts of America for
twenty-five years at Bingharnpton, N. Y. The couple moved to
Murray in 1966 after Mr. Crisp's retirement.
Mr. and Mrs. Crisp have ten grandchildren who are Mrs.
Frank (Becky) Scully, Neal Demaree, Jr., James Dwight
Demaree,Susan Demaree, Michael Hendon, Jeannie Hendon,
Elizabeth Hendon, Michael Dwight Crisp, Jennifer Crisp, and
Brooke Crisp. Their great grandson Is Jeff Scully.

A bridal shower was given
in honor of Miss Amy Young,
January 8th bride-elect of
Ray Lane, on Sunday,
December 5, in the home of
Mrs. Jim Frank, 1513 Johnson
Blvd.
Hostesses for the occasion
were Mrs. Frank, Mrs. Bob
McCann, Mrs. Glen Richardson, Mrs. Kenneth Adams,
and Mrs. Dennis Lane.
Corsages of red carnations
were presented to Miss
Young, her mother, Mrs.
Jerry Young of Washington,
IN., and the groom-elect's

Luncheon And Program

Members of the Golden Age
,Club held their annual
Christmas party and potluck
Friday,
on
luncheon
December 10, in the social hall
of the First United Methodist
Church.
The invocation was given by
Dr. James Fisher. Mary
Gertzen, club president, introduced Dr. and Mrs.
Stanford Hendrickson who
presented interesting slides
and talks of their European
travels.
Christmas carols were sung
and gifts exchanged. Mrs.
Gertzen announced that the
January meeting on Friday,
January 7, will be "King For A
Day" honoring Paul Kingins,
club chaplain.
Committee members for the
January meeting are Mr. and
Mrs. Norman Klapp, Mrs.
Tennessee Outland, Mrs.
Meme Mattingly, Mrs. Mary
Lamb, and Paul Kingins.
Members attending were
Messrs and Mesdames Joe
Gertzen, 0. C. McLemore,
Roger Burgoyne, Clarente
Horton, Dan Mears, Bryan
Schlueter,
Tolley, Ted

Reception On Mondav
For Mr, Mrs. Crisp

A Gift
Certificate
•

Is A Sure Way To Please
Every Girl On Your Gift List!
any denominot.on. a gh ,:e,• • ate from Br,ght's allows
Ava,lable
her to select the nght cute colo. r:inri Style she prefers And
they may be charged to your Br ,ght's Chorge Account Phone
Free q)ft-wropi
orders accepted, lust (1101 75342511

ftmagffloao°
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EDITORIALS

hard-worked legislative session
to hear Chandler take his
listeners back, back to another
time in Kentucky politics and
history.
He reminisced. He joked. He
tore after those who are against
the death penity, and said of
taxes:
Folks get taxed "from the
cradle to the grave and from
the womb to the tomb."
He's said it before. But it
sounds so original, so true, so
Happy Chandlerish, it's always
funny..
Happy Chandler came back
to the Capitol and found a
home. It suddenly was like he'd
always been there.
Well, one thing's for sure:
-He'll always be there in the
minds of the people in state
government, the legislators,
those in high office, and the
plain folks of Kentucky."
There's never been another
Happy Chandler. No sir, never.
And it's good to know he's
still spinning those yarns.

The Child Killer
Modern technology has
virtually eliminated disease as
the major cause of death
among children, only to replace
it with a more lethal threat —
the automobile.
Nearly half of all childhood
deaths in industralized countries are caused by traffic
accidents, reports the Journal
of Insurance, a publication of
the Insurance Information
Institute. And the percentage is
rising.
A study by the European
Economic Community found
that children's deaths from
traffic accidents rose from 39
per cent to 45 per cent of all
child fatalities during the 1960s.
The "automobile epidemic"
is most virulent between the
ages of 6 and 14, says the ECC
study, which is when children
leave the security of home life,
but prior to when they attain
the experience essential for
survival amid the hazards of
traffic.
A Swedish study concluded
that "modern mechanized

society presents risks for
children which were unknown a
hundred years ago. In fact.
instead of making their lives
more secure, it has created for
children an environment
bristling with deadly danger."
In the United States in 1974,
motor vehicle accidents led all
causes of death from age one
through 24. The National Safety
20,559
reported
Council
fatalities of this age group.
It is adults, not children, who
must take responsibility for
making the automobile the
number one childhood killer,
says the Journal. Children
simply are not sufficiently
or
physically
developed
mentally to cope with traffic
dangers.
Merely instructing children
about traffic hazards has only a
limited effect, it says, since
children do not and cannot act
predictably. Safety campaigns
should include adults, and
driving schools should teach
drivers the special problems
posed by children.
From Glasgow Daily Times

Letter To The Editor

On Gallery Exhibits
Dear Editor:
Recently during the latter part of
October and early November,the Clara
M. Eagle Gallery of the Price Doyle
Fine Arts Center, had on display the
"most profane, gross, common,
vulgar" exhibit of so-called modern art
by Robert Manley of Providence,
Rhode Island, I have ever seen in my
whole life. As a former Army Chaplain
I have been exposed to most of the filth
that life brings but I was still shocked to
discover that this was supposed to be
"art." I was informed that it was
"trash art" and if this was the objective, then the artist certainly succeeded beyond the "straight" person's
wildest expectations!
Let me say first and foremost that I
feel most fortunate to live in Murray
and Calloway County where there is
such an outstanding Fine Arts Center
as we have at Murray State University
' and to be a citizen of the Commonwealth of Kentucky, and I must
confess that I have not taken the time to
go over and really enjoy and appreciate
the many outstanding exhibits which
the Gallery has had on display which
are not controversial in nature.
And further, I do not want to abridge
the university's setting of academic
freedom but on the other side there is
• another freedom which may sometimes
come in conflict with that, i. e. the
freedom of the public not to have to see
such offensive material — yet the Way
in which the display was shown made it
almost impossible for the general
public including children not to be
exposed.
Leadership within the university was

OPINION PAGE

opinionated articles are encouraged
The editors uf this newspaper strongls behest. that to WW1
opinionated articles to only those which parrallel the editorial
philosophs of this newspaper would be a disservice to our readers

therefore we urge readers who do notagrei with an editorial stand or
in,IcleAN presented M an individual V. rater in A COill11111 to respond
their feelings on the parts ular 1.,ur being de.i.ig.sid
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Garrott's Galley

Still One Of A Kind
Albert B. (Happy) Chandler
visited the state Senate
Chamber last week and gave a
30-minute speech that kept 'em
on the edge of their seats when
they weren't standing and
clapping.
It was more than a speech,
actually.
It was an oratory. An oratory
the likes of which few of us can
ever have the chance to hear
anymore.
It was a side-heaving, nopunch-barred, pepper-red talk
twice-former
the
from
Governor, U. S. Senator, state
senator and baseball commissioner that would have put
grins on the faces of the
Websters and Lincolns and
Barkleys of the speech world.
It was Happy, all right. No
doubt about it. And he is as
funny, as
spirited, as
opinionated and as oxen-strong
in physique and handshake as
ever.
The Senate paused just long
enough during this busy and

F ditoriaLs and opinionated arts les on this page are presented for
the papaw of pros iding a I uruIn for the free exchange of differing
opinions I alters to the editor in response to editornits and

She Found New Way To Ring
The Bells At Christmastime
By M.C. Garrott
Ann and Mancil Vinson could write a
book about their trips to Lexington!
Something always happens to make it a
trip to remember.
A year or so ago,they had car trouble
on the Parkway and had to spend a
chilly night in the vehicle at a closed
filling station. Not long ago, they made
the drive back to Murray with 85
pounds of live rats, headed for Murray
psychology department
State's
laboratories, in the back of a station
wagon. It seems like the exciting and
the unuusal always singles them out
whenever they go to Lexington.
A couple of weeks ago, though, they
literally rang the bell!
They had gone to Lexington so Ann
could do some of her Christmas
shopping. Mancil had gone along to
drive and to tote packages. He hates
shopping as much as any of us do, but
the deal was "for better or for worse."
++++++
They were in Dawhares, one of the
big department stores up there. Ann
was busy working the counters and
racks like a. bird dog sniffing out quail
coveys. Mancil, weary . with it all and
wishing she would hurry up and get
ready to go, was leaning against a wall
near the front doors.
"I could see Ann back in the store
going from counter to counter and rack
to rack looking at first this and then
that," he said, "and it wasn't long
before she was sorting out a rack of
blouses not far from the door.
"Spying me by the door just about the
time she found something special on the
rack, she called out,'Mancil, this is just
what I have been looking for,' and
started toward me with some sort of a
garment in her hand.
++++++
"All of a sudden," he said, doing his
best to keep from laughing, "bells
started ringing, lights started flashing
and the store's security people suddenly appeared all round us. She had
unknowingly broken the electric beam
set up to catch shop lifters! When she
started toward me with the blouse or
whatever it was — we forgot about it in
all the excitement — it had some kind of
little gadget on it which set off the
electric beam. The clerks take 'em off
when they ring up the sale so this won't
happen when you leave the store."
Naturally, Ann was embarrassed
almost to tears with all the clerks,
security people and curiosity seekers
standing around to see what was going
on. Kiddingly. Mancil went on, "I just

10 Years Ago
General Carbon and Graphite, Inc.,
will locate in Murray, according to a
telephone message this morning to the
Ledger & Times from Joe A. Wallace,
Louisville, president of the company.
Hal Cathey, 4-H member from
Murray University School, received the
highest average price for his 4-H burley
tobacco crop in the 4-H Division of the 4H and FFA Burley Tobacco Show held
at Paducah December 16.
Johnnie Reed, age 74, died this
morning. He was formerly of the
Hamlin community.
Miss Kathy Kyle, daughter of Mrs.
Kathryn Kyle and the late Verne 0.
Kyle, was married to Larry Gene
Wade, son of Mr. and Mrs. Willis E.
Wade of Route Four, Paris, Tenn., on
December 3 at the First Methodist
Church.
Births reported include a girl, Sheri
Gail, to Mr. and Mrs. Alton Swift on
December 16, a boy, William Chad, to
Mr. and Mrs. William R. Westerfield on
December 17, and a girl, Yvonna Jean,
to Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Pritchett on
December 1!

contacted and they did try to accomodate the situation without doing
violence to its integrity. In due process
a screen with lights was put up at the
entrance where you come off the
elevators on the. third floor warning of
the "provocative nature" of the
display. A spokesman did indicate that
at all times there is a letter size
typewritten sheet attached to the wall
somewhere around the entrance informing the public that the material
you are about to see may be
provocative to some persons. However
I would dare say that most of the
viewing public would never see such a
small sheet and probably would not
read it if it was typewritten.
In spite of this flap, I would hope that
Winners named in the Home
the university will continue to keep the
—Decorating Contest sponsored by the
gallery—open to the general pubIlt--Garden Department of the Murray
serving the people of this region. In the
Woman's Club include Mike Rayburn,
future I would hope that the gallery
L D. Miller, Patsy Purdom, Mrs.
would find it within its enlightened selfCharles Sexton, Keys Wells, Claude
interest-to close the doors to the exhibit
Miller, Mrs. William James, Mrs. R. D.
area when it is obvious that the display
Langston, Mrs. S. L. Hargis, Mrs.
shown is offensive to the general public.
Robert Smith, Gordon Moody, and
In addition, I would hope that the
Carolyn Wallis.
publicity would indicate when the
Elmus Beale spoke on "Night Rider
display is "for mature persons only"
Days In Calloway County" at the
and not for children, and in fact would
meeting of the Murray Rotary Club.
state when this material may be highly
Deaths reported include Roam P.
offensive to some adults. Surely this is
Phillips, age 60.
not too much to expect in the future.
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
In conclusion I would hope that we
and Mrs. Sonny Hubbs on December 20,
would commend the gallery when we
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Chest -r Caddas
really do enjoy an exhibit and take
on December 5, and a girl to Mr. and
advantage of the university's
Mrs. Jerry D. Bynum on Deoember 4.
generosity to share it with us.
Guthrie Churchill was soloist and
Sincerely,
Mrs. Reba Kirk gave a reading at the
David C. Roos.
Christmas party and potluck supper
704 Olive,
held December 14 at the Masonic Hall
Murray.
by Murray Star Chapter No. 43.3 Order
•
qt the Eastern Star.

20 Years Ago

pointed to Ann and said, 'This woman
did something to set off all those bells.
Why,I never saw her in my life."
It was all settled with a little explaining, and they left the store after
Ann had quickly put the garment back
on the rack. She didn't want it after all
that. In fact, she wondered why she
picked It up in the first place.
++++++
I always enjoy a chat with Mr. Quint
Guier. Tomorrow will be his 94th birthday, and I hope that I am as active
and as alert when I am 94 as he is. He
has seen a lot of Christmases, and I
asked him how Christmas was observed when he was a boy on the krm.
"We did things a little different and a
little better," he chuckled. "We put
extra leaves and straw in the old sow's
bed, and all livestock got extra rations
on Christmas Day. To prepare for the
holiday, we butchered our hogs two
weeks before and hauled up a ponderous pile of wood from the newground
we were clearing. In those days, winters were severe. Snow covered the
ground for months.
"We took 15 bushels of wheat and two
bushels of corn to the watermill and
brought home two wood barrels of flour
weighing 196 pounds each and 100
pounds of corn meal. With the
meathouse full of meat and 400 pounds
of flour and 100 pounds of corn meal
plus milk and butter from two cows and
eggs from 50 hens, we felt well heeled
for any eventuality.
"Above all that, out in the garden
were three generous hills of cabbage,
turnips and potatoes. In the fence
corners at the end of the orchard were
bushels of winesap apples covered two
feet deep with leaves to preserve them
all winter.
"All the good things the farm
produced we had for Christmas dinner
if the table would hold it plus a mug of
eggnog with a little of 'nog' in it for
flavoring. If snow was on the ground
Christmas Day, all the men, boys and
dogs went rabbit hunting. If not, we
hunted squirrels or had a fox race.
"At night we had parties such as
singings, square dancing, pound suppers, candy breaking with apples and
popcorn all over the place They were
happy times."

By GENE McCUTCHEON
Murray Ledger & Times Editor
An article in a recent issue of' Action
In Kentucky," a publication of
Associated Industries of Kentucky, is
worthy of being passed along. The
article, written by Gene Snyder, is
entitled "Russian Pinhookers" and is
as follows:
"The Soviet Union has. been experiencing 'grain shortages' for the
past few years and, as you know, has
been buying wheat and corn from the U.
S. Despite the supposed 'shortages,'
however, the Soviets have managed to
scrape up enough grain to supply their
regular, paying customers.
"Foreign trade reports for 1974 indicate that the Soviets purchased about
7.1 million tons of grain that year with
the lion's share or it coming from the U.
S. That same year, Russia exported a
total of 7.0 million tons of grain and in
the process picked up a handsome 8125
million profit.
"Russia bought 1.3 million tons of U.
S. wheat at 77.4 rubles per ton and sold
wheat to other countries at 93.2 rubles
per ton. Buying 2.6 million tons of U. S.
corn at 55.2 rubles per ton, the Soviets
sold corn to their customers at 70.1
rubles per ton.
"The Soviet 'grain shortages' have
been so profitable, you can bet they will
continue until we start charging a price
that discourages profiteering. If a
profit is to be made on our corn and
wheat,jt should be the U. S. not Russia
who gets it. After all, as the Soviets
constantly remind us, we're the
capitalists."
0+0
The people of plenty are under attack
again. But this assault isn't coming
from the have-nots who want more or
from the famine in other parts of the
world.

This time the threat comes from
within. It's the plague of over-nutrition,
and Worldwatch Institute researchers
say that over-nutrition is linked by
circumstantial evidence to 6 of the 10
leading causes of death in the United
States.
The high-fat, high-calorie diet has
spelled good health to generations of
North Americans and Europeans. But
as the affluent diet spreads to Japan
and the Soviet Union and to the wealthy
in less developed regions, so too have
heart disease, diabetes, hypertension,
cliverticulosis and bowel cancer.
We as a nation pride ourselves on our
public education system. When it
comes to nutrition, however, we as a
public are virtually illiterate..
It's time we learned to eat properly.
Americans might live longer. And the
world's hungry might be able to help
themselves because there's plenty to go
around.
0+0
Two women, who had decided to
surprise their husbands by learning to
play golf, were starting on their very
first 18 holes when they noticed a sign
reading "please replace divots." After
a moment of puzzling over it, one
turned to the other with a toss of her
head.
"Well," she snorted angrily,
"whatever a divot is, I certainly don't
like the insinuation that we'd stoop to
taking one."

Bible Thought
for this God is our God for ever
and ever; he will be our guide even
unto death. Psalm 48:14.
God promises to be. with us al
ways You can promise to be faithful
to Him.
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Wildcats Will Play In Peach
Bowl Regardless Of Probation
By BOB COOPER
AP Sports Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
National Collegiate Athletic
Association sanctions against
the University of Kentucky
will not have any effect on the
Wildcats' appearance Dec. 31
in the Peach Bowl, university
President Otis Singletary
says.
Singletary, in anouncing the
university's official acceptance of the penalties, told
the school's athletics board
Monday that the NCAA has a
policy against banning a team
from a bowl appearance after
it has already accepted a bowl
bid.
However, Singletary
explained, had Kentucky not
been invited to a bowl .this
year or had it not accepted, it
would be eligible for bowl
competition next season.
This is because the official
year of sanctions for the
university
in effect from
Dec. 9, 1976,- to the same date
in 1977.
Kentucky's football team
will meet North Carolina in
the Peach Bowl.
The NCAA announced
Sunday it was punishing the
football and basketball teams
for a number of violations,
most of them involving illegal
recruiting practices.
The football team will be on
probation for two years, but
will be under sanctions for
only one — meaning it cannot
appear in televised games or
be picked for a post-season
bowl.
The basketball team must
cut from its usual five
scholarship signees per year
to three for the next two
seasons, but is not banned
from either television or postseason competition.
The football team also was
cut batt from 30 to -25.011 tfie
number of scholarships it may
issue next year.
"This sad and unhappy
business comes to a termination." Singleton said.
"The significant thing is to see
how we proceed in the future.
We'll stand up there and take

Top Athlete
TORONTO (AP) — Kathy
Kreiner, an Olympic skiing
gold medalist in the giant
slalom, has been chosen
Canada's top female athlete of
1976.
Miss Kreiner, 19, was a solid
choice of more than 150 voters
in the Canadian Press poll of
and
writers
sports
broadcasters, receiving twice
as many first-place votes as
swimmer Nancy Garapick.
Miss
15-year-old
The
Garapick, Canada's 1975
Female Athlete of the Year,
was Canada's only individual
double medal winner at the
Summer Olympics in Montreal, taking bronze medals in
200-meter
100-and
the
backstrokes.

it and go about our business...
kilding the kind of program
we should have."
The ban against bowl games
and television against the
football team has no effect on
Kentucky's appearance this
year in the Dec. 31 Peach Bowl
at Atlanta against North
Carolina,Singletary said.
Singletary told the athletics
board in detail how he and the
university staff handled the
NCAA investigation since it
began about a year ago.
Although the NCAA investigation apparently started
a year or more ago, it was last
June 8 when the university
received official notice that it
was under investigation,
Singletary said.
That notice included a
number of allegations and
prompted the university to
begin its own investigation of
its athletic programs, he
added.
On Nov. 1, university officials appeared before the
NCAA infractions committee
in Kansas City to present their
side of the case, Singletary
said.
"We had divided the
into
three
allegations
categories," he told the board.
"The first included ... those
that were substantially
correct ... the second those
that were partially correct ...
and the third those that were
untrue.
"We put before them a very
well-prepared and responsible
case and we got their attention. We won some and we
lost some," Singletary said.
But I want to emphasize
that we were treated very
courteously. They were as
concerned about getting the
facts as we were," he added.
Singletary said he doesn't
agree totally with the findings
the NCAA . released Sunday,
that
his
added
but
disagreement is over interpretations of some NCAA
rules—not the facts as stated.
He told the board that last
Saturday was the final day
that the university could
appeal the NCAA findings and
that the administration had
decided to let the appeal
period expire.
Singletary said steps
already have been taken to see
that the alleged violations
don't occur again, but he
added that he, like any other
university president, could not
guarantee that they wouldn't.
He said "about half a
dozen" members of the
athletics staff had been
disciplined in connections with
violations,
the
alleged
although none had been
dismissed over them.
In addition, "in excess of a
dozen," of what the NCAA
terms "representatives of the
university's athletics interests" have been asked to
future
refrain
from
association with the athletics
programs.

TAMING
PRKE.
3175*

-That was an especially
distasteful task to do,"
Singletary said, "because
many of them were wellmeaning and were interested
in the university's athletics
programs."
Such representatives are
hard to define, he said,
because they can be someone
working in the university's
interest without the university's knowledge.
"Sooner or later, the NCAA
will have to look at this rule,"
he said.
Singletary also said he
wanted to explain the word
"entertainment" as used in
some alleged violations
referring to youngsters the
university was recruiting.
"In one case it was a trip to
a horse farm or to Keeneland.
Another was the purchase of a
meal at a place known for the
delightful taste of their
hamburgers and the bill was
less than $10," he said.
"Unfortunately, in this
world with its Watergates and
inits
congressional
vestigations, the word 'entertainment' conjures up
some thoughts that don't
apply here," he said.

(MURRAY LED4.1..H
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Eagle Defensive End
Murdered By His Wife
BLACK WOOD, N.J.(AP)—
"My wife stabbed me. I am
bleeding. Please send help,"
Blenda Gay told a telephone
operator. Moments later, the
Eagles'
Philadelphia
defensive end was dead.
The 27-year-old Gay made
the call Monday morning to a
Camden County emergency
telephone number. The
the
recorded
operator
message, then notified police
and an ambulance.-Gloucester Township police
found Gay,a five-year veteran
of the National Football
League, in his two-bedroom
apartment with his throat
slashed. Authorities said he
was stabbed in his sleep with
an eight-inch kitchen knife.
His wife, Roxanne, 25, was
arraigned Monday on a
general charge of homicide at
a 10-minute hearing before
Judge Peter Corruzzi. She was

jailed in lieu of $100,000 bond.
The
Camden
County
prosecutor's office said the
degree of the homicide charge
would be determined after an
investigation. Mrs. Gay also
was charged with atrocious
assault and battery, police
said
The couple's 3-year-old
daughter, Fonda, was in the
apartment when the stabbing
took place, police said.
Coach Dick Vermeil said,
"It's a tragic thing. Here's a
young guy with everything
going for him and he's gone.
He didn't have a great deal of
talent, but he gave you
everything he had."
Gay was orginally signed by
the Oakland Raiders in 1972.
He also was with the New
York Jets and the San Diego
Chargers before the Eagles
signed him during the 1975
training camp.

Injuries And Weather Could
Decide Teams In Super Bowl
By SHELDON SAKOWITZ
AP Sports Writer
Injuries and the weather
could prove to be determining
factors in the outcome of
Sunday's National Football
League conference championship games.
The Pittsburgh Steelers
resembled the walking
wounded today as they
prepared for their American
Conference title game against
the Raiders at Oakland.
Meanwhile, the LOS Angeles
Rams faced the possibility of
freezing temperatures in their
clash with the Vikings for the
National Conference crown at
Bloomington, Minn.
Game time Sunday for the
Steelers-Raiders is 4 p.m.
EST, while the Rams-Vikings
game gets under way three
hours earlier. The survivors
go on to Super Bowl XI at the
Rose Bowl in Pasadena,
Calif., Sunday, Jan. 9.
Despite
the injuries,
defending
Super
Bowl
champion Pittsburgh is rated
a 41
/
2-point favorite over
Oakland while Minnesota has
been installed a 41
/
2-point
choice over Los Angeles.

The Steelers came out of
last Sunday's 40-14 AFC
divisional playoff victory over
Baltimore battered, to say the
least. They found them.selves
with just one healthy running
back, 220-pound Reggie
Harrison.
The casualty list among the
backs included Rocky Bleier,
Franco Harris, Frenchy
Fuqua and Jack Deloplaine.
Bleier suffered a sprained
big toe on his right foot and
currently is a question mark.
Harris also is questionable
with painfully bruised ribs. X
rays for breaks proved
negative to both players.
Fuqua has a pulled calf
muscle, and his status is
probable. Deloplaine didn't
see action against the Colts
due to a knee ailment and isn't
expected to be ready to face
Oakland.
Pittsburgh Coach Chuck
Noll said Monday,"The thing
is, even if they're able to play,
they won't have had much
time to practice this week. We
can't just punt and play
defense, so we'll have to do
something."
An alternative could be the

Big-K has
Best-Selling
Top Label Albums
Specially Priced
$388
YOUR CHOICE

FEATURING THE LATEST HITS ON
THE TOP LABELS, SPECIALLY PRICED
•JOHN DENVER
Greatest Hits

•SAVANNAH BAND
(Dr. Buzzard's Original)

•ROD STEWART
_ Volume I

•HALL & OATES
Bigger Than Both of Us

•CHARLEY PRIDE
Best of Vol. III

•DONNIE & MARIE
New Seasons

•WAYLON JENNINGS
Live

•BAR-KAYS
Too Hot to Stop

•DONNIE & MARIE
Songs From TV Show

•WAYLON JENNINGS
The Outlaws

•OHIO PLAYERS
Gold

tiG0

*1976 manufacturer's suggested retail
price for Colt two-door coupe, excluding
destination charges, taxes, and title.
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Phone 753-0632
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TENNIS
DALLAS — Rosemary ,
Casals and Dick Stockton
outlasted Betty Stove and
Frew McMillan 4-6, 7-6, 6-7, 62, 7-6 and won the $80,000
World Mixed Doubles Tennis
Championship.

_
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GIVE KING
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Big K's Record

RCA

Colt.
The little Dodge that
comes with a lot
of standard features
and runs on leaded
regular gas.

use of a three-receiver offense
began
and
Noll
also
contemplating pass catcher
Frank Lewis as a part-time
running back. Lewis' backup
could be Theo Bell, a rookie
receiver and kick returner
from Arizona.

Bel-Air Shopping Center
9.9 Mon.-Sat.
Equal Opportunity Employer
1-6 Sun.
Limit Rights Reserved Acres of Free Parking
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Hoosiers Show Improvement
In Victory Over Utah State

Crimson Tide Has New
Streak In Bowl Games
li% HERSCHEL NISSENSON
AP Sports Writer
MEMPHIS, Tenn. (AP) What's all this garbage about
Alabama's bowl jinx?
' A year ago, Bear Bryant
and the Crimson Tide snapped
a string of eight fruitless bowl
ventures by defeating Penn
State in the Sugar Bowl.
And Monday night, the foxy
,old Bear dusted off his wellstocked bag of tricks for a
Liberty Bowl record crowd of
52,736 and a national television
audience, and Alabama
seventh-ranked
smashed
UCLA 36,6 for the biggest
mismatch in the 18-year
history of the game.
It was the first victory in
three tries for Alabama,
which helped inaugurate the
I.iberty Bowl in frigid
Philadelphia in 1959.
The game was billed as the
venerable 6.3-year-old Bear
against Terry Donahue,
UCLA's rookie coach, who
was born just one year before
Bryant got his first head
coaching job. And the old
master taught the young
coach a football lesson - one

Livingston State
Edges Past Tech
COOKEVILLE, Tenn. (AP)
- Cheyenne Jones threw in 17
second-half points to lead
to a 66-64
Livingston
basketball victory over
Tennessee Tech here Monday
night.
Jones had a 26-point game
total, but it was guard Perry
Smith who iced the victory for
Livingston. Smith slipped
inside with 39 seconds left and
was credited with a bucket
when Tech's Bobby Porter
was called for goal-tending.

Donahue won't soon forget.
We brought the whoopee
out," Bryant whooped after
16th-ranked Alabama trotted
out such gimmicks as a 20yard fleaflicker touchdown
pass from halfback Tony
Nathan to quarterback Jack
O'Rear, an underhand shovel
pass for a key 19-yard gain
and an unbalanced line.
"Needless to say, I doubt if
I've ever been prouder of a
team, particularly the seniors,
for coming back tremendously
from nothing in the early part
of the season."
After a rocky 2-2 beginning,
Alabama finished with a 9-3
record. The losers wound up 92-1.
The Bruins, who committed
no fewer than 13 glaring
errors - including three interceptions, a lost fumble and
two costly penalties - had all
sorts of explanations for their
loss. They blamed the wind
and the fact that they had
really wanted to go to the Rose
Bowl in sunny California, as
Pacific-8 Conference champions. And at times they
seemed like numbed statues
near-freezing
the
in
temperatures and a wind chill
factor of 11 degrees.
"I wanted to play tonight,"
Jeff
quarterback
said
Dankworth, but I think we
felt it wasn't a game that
would make our season. I
think maybe we felt it was
kind of a consolation game for
us. We didn't have intensity or
fire, which I think was obvious, and we combined that
with the fact that we sat back
and waited for something to
happen."
Bucky Berrey set a Liberty
Bowl record with field goals of
37, 25 and 28 yards.
Linebacker Barry Krauss

rumbled 44 yards with an
intercepted pass after tackle
Charles Hannah deflected it.
Johnny Davis and Rick
Watson scored on one-yard
plunges - the latter with just
22 seconds to play - plus the
Nathan-to-O'Rear fleaflicker.
Krauss, who was not sure he
was even going to play much
this year, was named the
game's outstanding player.
Besides his interception for
Alabama's first touchdown, he
made two key tackles on a
goal-line stand at the one-yard
line late in the second quarter.
Donahue, who called it t'a
good old country licking,"
disagreed with Dankworth
and said his team was ready to
play.

Trickey Gets Job
CLAREMORE, Okla. AP)
- Ken Trickey, colorful and
successful basketball coach at
Oral Roberts University, has
returned to Oklahoma as
and
director
athletic
at
coach
basketball
Claremore Junior College.
Trickey was hired Monday.
He will revive a program that
was dropped three years ago
because of rising costs.
Trickey comes to the junior
college from Mount Vernon,
Ill., where he was athletic
director and basketball coach.
He resigned there Friday.
During a five-year period
when Oral Roberts was
starting basketball, Trickey
guided the Titans to a 118-23
record and two trips to NCAA
playoffs. He resigned after an
,incident in which he pleaded
guilty to careless driving.
Later he was named
basketball coach at Iowa State
University but resigned
following a 1-14 record.

Christmas
Specials
We will be open every night til 8:00 p. m.through Doc. 23rd for your shopping convenience, Vie will be closed on Dec. 24 for the holidays open Dec.
27.
Used Studio

2 Keyboard Chord

Baldwin Spinet

Piano

Organ

Piano

Excellent Condition

with bench

Special $10950

$595 $125°°
00

ONLY

1 Upright Piano
2 Hammond M3 .
3 Lowrey Organ
4 New Bladwin Fun
Machine
5. Lowry 441 w tape playercassette kit, ear *ones

$150.00
$845.00
$295.00

with bench

Kimball 700 Swinger
1. 2. Rages Chords
2. IthyfiNe
3. 6 hoe Lessens
4. Padded II•ech
Rog. $2395.00

$978.00

All For Only $1595.00

Now

$i79500

Lowrey Magic
Genie 88
If you can ring a doorbell, dial a phone, push a button,
agic
you have all the talent you need to play Lowre
Genie Organ.
Magic Genie does all the work. . . and you'll have all
the fun! Let us show you how much music you can
make with just one finger.

All Organs At Reduced Prices

we refuse to be undersold

CONRAD'S
OLYMPIC
PLAZA

MURRAY,
KENTUCO

POIRAGNA%it
PHONE
753-1424

UNSTOPPABLE-Denise Bumphis of Murray High was unstoppable from underneath. She scored 17 points and hod eight
rebounds in helping the Tiger girls to a 45-42 win over
Mayfield.

UK Drops To Seventh
In College Cage Poll
By The Associated Press
There is no place like home
for the holidays.
But don't tell that to the
Marquette Warriors or the
Kentucky Wildcats.
Marquette and Kentucky,
ranked second and third
respectively in last week's
Associated Press college
basketball poll, both lost at
home over the weekend and
fell to No. 6 and No. 7,
respectively,,in the balloting
by 47 sports writers and
broadcasters.
The Warriors, perhaps
distracted by Coach Al
McGuire's retirement announcement earlier in the
week, were beaten by
Louisville 78-75 in overtime.
The loss cost Marquette 269
points in the voting.
Kentucky was beaten in the
final of its own holiday
tournament by Utah 70-68. It
was the Wildcats' first loss at
their new arena and cost them
284 points in the poll.
Michigan remained the No.
1 team in the nation on the
strength of a 4-0 record. The
Wolverines, who beat Kent
State 102-62 in their only action
of the week, collected 38 firstplace votes and 894 points.
Moving up from fourth to
second place was Notre
Dame. The Irish, 6-0, eased
past defending 'national
champion Indiana 78-65 and
knocked their intra-state
rivals out of the Top 20. Notre
Dame gathered eight firstplace ballots and 770 points.
The San Francisco Dons
have the best record in The AP
Top 20 at 10-0. The Dons won
the Cable Car Classic last
week, collected'one No. 1 vote
and 720 points for third place.
Cincinnati, with 516 points,
and Alabama, with 474, were
fourth and fifth, respectively.
Cincinnati has a 7-0 reoord
while the Crimson Tide is 6-0.
Both teams moved up two
notches in the poll.

Standings
By The Associated Press
National Basketball Association
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
W L Pet. GB
17 11 .607 Philphia
16 12 .571 1
Boston
14 14 .500 3
NY Knks
12 17 .414 5'i:
Buffalo
11 18 .379 6'2
NY Nets
Central Division
18 10 .643
Cleve
16 10 .615 1
Houston
16 15 .516 3);)
N OrIns
14 16 .467 5
S Anton
Washton
12 14 _462 5
12 20 .375 S
Atlanta
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Iiivisiob
19 9 .679
Denver
18 12 .600
Detroit
14 17 .452 6.7.
Kan City
14 17 .452
Indiana
8 16 .333
Chicago
6 25 .194 14H
Milwkee
Pacific Division
Portld20 9 690
Los Ang
18 12 .600 2h
15 12 .556 4
Goldn St
15 15 .500 ,5
Seattle
Phoenix
11 15 .423
Monday's Gaines
No games scheduled
Tuesday's Games
Detroit at New York Knicks
Boston at Cleveland
Indiana at New Orleans
Golden State at San Antonio
Seattle at Chicago
Philadelphia at Denver
Buffalo at Los Angels
Kansas City at Portland
Wednesday's Ganies
New Orleans at New York
Nets
. Washington at Houston
Atlanta at Detroit

The AP Top Twenty
By The Associated Press
The Top Twenty teams in
The Associated Press college
basketball poll, with first-place
votes in parentheses, this season's records and total points.
Points based on 20-18-16-14-12-3-2-11
4-0 894
1.Michigan (38)
6-4) 770
2.Notre Dame 18)
10-0 720
3.San Fran (1)
7-0 516
4,Cincinnati
6-0 474
5.Alabama
459
4-1
6.Marquette
378
6-1
7.Kentucky
337
5-1
&UCLA
6-0 296
9.Wake Forest
238
4-1
10 N. Carolina
8-0 223
11 Clemson
185
6-1
12.Nev-LV
4-2 178
13.1kuisville
125
7-1
14 Arizona
97
6-1
15.Maryland
67
5-3
16.1itah
49
7-1
17 Syracuse
32
6-0
18 Arkansas
23
5-2
19. Tennessee
17
5-0
20.Minnesota

By The Associated Press
Indiana's defending NCAA
champions, drummed out of
The Associated Press Top
Twenty basketball poll today,
showed signs of improvement
in beating Utah State 79-71 in
the opening round of the
Hoosiers' Indiana Classic.
"We didn't have as many
turnovers tonight," Indiana
Coach Bobby Knight said
Monday night. "There was an
improvement there. We also
had an improvement in the
number of kinds of shots we
took."
Indiana,3-3 this season after
1975-76
an
undefeated
campaign, got 26 points and 10
rebounds from freshman Mike
Woodson. All-American Kent
Benson added 16 points and
nine rebounds.
The Hoosiers will face
Miami of Ohio tonight for the
championship of the fourteam tourney. Miami beat
previously undefeated Texas
Tech 74-63, forward Archie
Aldrich topping the Redskins
with 22 points.
"A lot of credit goes to
assistant Jerry Pairson for his
excellent job of scouting
Texas Tech," Miami Coach
Darrell Hedric said. "We
knew they were insideoriented and would try to go to
Mike Russell. Our game plan
was to stall their inside

game."
Heclric noted Indiana and
Miami have similar styles.
"Both use the passing game,
very
are
both
and
aggressive."
In Monday night's only
games involving nationally
ranked teams, No. 10 North
Carolina outscored Brigham
Young 113-93 and No. 18
Arkansas beat Kansas State
80-65.
Tommy LaGarde scored 21
points, Mike O'Koren had 20
points and 11 rebounds and
Phil Ford dealt out 14 assists
as North Carolina cracked the
100-point barrier for the first
time this season, improving
its record to 5-1.
Arkansas raised its record
to 7-0 as Marvin Delph scored
28 points and Ron Brewer
added 23 before a record

crowd of 6,453 at Barnhill
Arena in Fayetteville, Ark.
In other games, Matt
Sirnpkins led a balanced
Georgia Southern attack with
20 points as the Eagles upset
Southern Illinois 83-67.

Sign Player
CINCINNATI AP) - The
Cincinnati Reds announced
today they have signed Dave
Revering, a slugging first
baseman who has hit 100 home
runs during six minor league
seasons.
The contract was for one
year, according to Dick
Wagner, executive vice
president.
Revering, 23, had a careerhigh 27 homers last season
hitting .290 for
while
Indianapolis, a Class AAA
club. He also drove in 77 runs.

1

See Marjorie Major
Tray.) Consultant

- FAR LAMS TRAVEL AGENCY

I

- FOR TOURS, CRUISES, MOMS MOTELS, CAR RENTALS,
ALL YOUR TRAVEL NEEDS.
No Charge by vs.
Price some as direct.
For Information and
Travel Literature call
Oil
.‘.

753-GOGO (4646)
'Mite Noise Office MAI*,
711 Mein Strsief
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A Very Special Value!
The Ethan Allen Tier Table

an 80"A
have
miss
addi
retur
D.C.

Inspired by a classic 18th century stand used for
informal tea service, this handsome version by Ethan Allen
is expressed in solid Pine and mellow Old Tavern finish.
At home in any room, it has so many uses_ For example:
•To display your favorite houseplants
•To show off your prettiest objets d'art
• For easy snack or hors d'oeuvre service
• As a handy smoking stand by your favorite chair
• As a wine stand in the dining room
• For cozy fireside coffee service

Jet"

Rimmed shelves are 12 in diameter Overall height 27 in
Special "get acquainted" price when you visit us.
(Sorry- no mail or phone orders).

$29.95
Reg.$42.95

John I. Ross Gets
First Hole-In-One

United Home Furnishings

John I. Ross of Murray
recently scored his first holein-one by accomplishing the
feat at the Oaks Country Club.
Ross scored his hole-in-one
on the par-three, third hole.
Playing with Ross were
J.M. Neale, Dalton Noel and
R.V. Aorgan.

ETHAN ALLEN FURNITURE

114 NORTH THIRD ST. PADUCAH, KY.

NONE
443-6257
OPEN SUNDAY
1 P.M. Ti 5 P.M.
OPEN DAILY
P.M.
9 A.M.

ras

Our 1977 "Ethan Allen" CALENDARS ARE IN. . . GET YOURS NOW.

SPECIAL
Plus F.E.T.
(Not Blems - Pin Stripe White Walls)

CLOSE OUT PRICES

DAYTON
PREMIUM 78 POLYESTER
G78-15

2995
Plus F.E.T.

ON ALL
WESTERN WHEELS

4 Ply Polyester White Walls

PICK YOUR TIRE• PICK YOUR PRICE
1 F78x14 Gdy. Polyglas B/W
8 C78x14 780 Poly W/W
2 E18x14 Saxon 2+2 W/W
4 E78x14 Multi Mile W/W
6 F118x14 Peerless W "W
2 A60x13 Rodger Ward R.W.1.

6 C60x15 Mighty Mite R.W.L.
$24.95
1 f60114 Rodger Ward R.W I.
$19.95
1 660x14 Rodger Ward R.W.L.
$25.95 5
2
M50x14 Multi Mile R.W.L
$25.95
2
650x15 Super Charger R.W.1
$28.95
4 150)05 Multi Mile R.W.l.
$18.95
All Tires Plus F.E.T. 2.04 to 3.98

$29.95
$19.95
$20.95
$49.95
$39.95
$49.95

EWING TIRE SERVICE
808 Coldwater Road - Near 5 Points Phone 753-3164

1
[
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Free Throws By Boone Key
Murray Girls Past Mayfield

CRUCIAL MOMENTS—Marlene Farrell (20) and Jain. Washer (12) apply pressure as Barbara
Pryor (15) of Mayfield gets ready to pass the ball. Watching are Kim Ray (10) and Terri Humes
(20). Just seconds later, Farrell and Tammy Boone trapped a Mayfield player to force a turnover
and Boone hit two free throws to ice the game.
Staff Photos by Mike Brandon!

Georgia Escapes With Close
88-86 Victory Over Evansville
By The Associated Press
David Reavis was thinking
he would have a sad Christmas if he failed on a second
opportunity to give Georgia a
basketball victory.
forward
The
6-foot-5
dropped in two free throws
with four seconds left in
overtime, giving the Bulldogs
an 88-4 decision over
Evansville Monday night.
Reavis had missed a free
throw with nine seconds
remaining in regulation,
forcing the extra period with
an 80-80 deadlock.
"All I was thinking was I'd
have a sad Christmas if I
missed these," said Reavis,
adding that he planned to
return to his Washington,
D.C., home for the holidays
-—

before the Bulldogs regroup
for a Sugar Bowl tournament
date with Indiana next week.
"If I'd missed those shots, I
believe I'd have stayed here
all Christmas and shot free
throws," he said.
Two other' Southeastern
Conferenoe basketball teams
were in action Monday night,
with Florida dumping Illinois
Wesleyan 78-68 behind a 20point explosion by substitute
Al Bonner and Pacific
downing Louisiana State 89-76,
ending the unbeaten Bayou
Bengals' five-game winning
streak.
The two victories lifted the
SEC's record against outside
foes this year to 50-12, an .806
percentage.
Curtis Jackson scored 31

Thorobred Flying Service,Inc.
Murray-Calloway County Airport

points, Reavis 18 and freshman Lavon Mercer 17 as
Georgia logged its fifth consecutive triumph since an
opening loss to Georgia Tech.
The Dogs appeared in
control with a 69-58 lead with
six minutes left, but the
Purple Aces rallied and finally
tied it at 80 in the final minute
on a three-point play by Jeff
Frey. John Washington led the
Aces with 26 points.
Bonner hit 10 of 16 floor
shots, coming off the bench
with only four minutes left in
the half. The victory left
Florida at 5-1 and Illinois
Wesleyan fell to 5-2. Jack Sikma tallied 31 for the losers.
Kenny Higgs scored 27
points to lead MU and freshman Greg Cook added 17
points and grabbed 17
rebounds, but the Bengals
could not overcome Pacific's
balanced attack and their own
poor 39 per cent shooting.

Mayfield tried frantically are a quick club and able to
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor for the ball but was forced to get off shots in a hurry. I
Tammy Boone didn't have foul with five seconds left then thought our zone worked
on a white beard or a red suit Boone hit the two free throws pretty well, we closed off the
Monday night but as far as to ice the win.
inside and made them shoot
Jane Fitch was concerned. As a general rule, a team from outside," Fitch added.
Boone played the role of Santa lives and dies by the free
Murray managed just one
throw. Last Saturday night in field goal in the first quarter
Claus.
Boone hit two pressure free the title game of the Laker as Mayfield led 8-2 at the end
throws with just five seconds Invitational,the Tiger girls hit of the period. The Tiger girls
left in the game to give the just five of 18 free throws in were getting' beat on the
Murray High girls' basketball losing a 39-35 contest to defensive boards and allowing
team a 45-42 victory over Calloway County. .
Mayfield to get more than one
Against Mayfield, the Tiger shot at the basket.
Mayfield.
With 3:45 left in the contest, girls hit nine of 15 free throws,
But Murray solved the
Tiger center Denise Bumphis including six of eight in the problem in the second quarter
scored a three-point play to last quarter.
and closed the gap to 21-20 at
Bumphis, who worked the intermission. The Tigers went
snap a 36-36 deadlock and give
offensive boards well, paced on to outrebound Mayfield in
Murray a three-point lead.
But Kim Ray followed with the Tiger scoring attack with the game by eight.
a short jumper and Jan 17 points. She was the only---We are going to stress our
-play on the boards. We conShelton hit two free throws Tiger in double digits.
Farrell and Boone each centrate on trying to stop the
and with just over three
minutes left in the game, scored seven while Mary Ann fastbreak and when you do
Littleton had six. Four other that, you have to play the
Mayfield held a 40-39 edge.
The Tiger girls regained the Tigers scored two points guards a little farther back
lead for good with 2:24 left apiece.
and it causes you to lose a
For Mayfield, Shelton little rebound power," Fitch
when sophomore guard Jaina
Washer hit two free throws to tossed in 14 points, 10 of which said.
came in the first half, while
We also concentrate a lot
make it a 41-40 contest.
on trying to get the ball inside
One of the biggest plays of Pryor added 13.
"Mayfield really shot well to Bumphis. It's been good to
the game came at the 1:40
mark when reserve forward outside," Tiger coach Jane us so far. We got it inside in
Krista Russell took a pass and Fitch said.
the first quarter but the ball
"We didn't try trapping just wouldn't go in the basket.
powered through the right side
"I don't think we are taking
of the lane and boosted them off the zone because they
Murray out to a 43-40 edge.
Mayfield cut the lead to one
point at the 1:02 mark when
Barbara Pryor hit a layup to
make it 43-42.
Murray High went into a
delay game but with 33
seconds left, the Tigers threw
the ball away and Mayfield
called time.
With 12 seconds left, Boone
and Marlene Farrell trapped a
Mayfield player in the corner.
The Mayfield player went up
for a shot but with hands in her
face, she wasn't able to get off
the shot and came back down
with the ball, thus being called
for a walking violation.

enough time. We seem to be
forcing our shots. But we're
hoping after we play some
more games, we'll get more
experience and settle down,"
Fitch added.
For the Tigers, the win was
quite nice. Last year when the
Tiger girls posted an 18-5
twice
record, Mayfield
defeated Murray High.
The Tiger girls improve
their record to 3-2 while
Mayfield falls to 2-5 on the
season. Murray will be idle

until January 3 when they play
at Marshall County along with
the freshman boys.
The freshman Tigers held a
15-13 lead at intermission over
Mayfield but fell 30-26. George
Williams, brother of the late
Mayfield star Eddie Williams,
scored 14 _points to lead all
scorers in the game.
For Murrasy, Nicky Swift
tossed in 11 points while Bob
Daniel added sen_ The Tiger
freshmen are winless in two
outings.

-IMWerktreiere.MMIWI

Siesta and Fiesta in Florida
at the new
(;
'
LCO
1
11CAPIL7
1'

,5i.

Lifestyle at the Daytona Acapulco
is typically South-of-the-Border
It will be old all the way leisurely or spirited to suit
your mood ... crystal clear Olympic size pool with high-dive
game room ..
for pros .. kiddy pool and play area
shuffleboard, • oceanfront dining room . cocktail lounge. .
plus many nearby attractions.

ONLY 70 MINUTES TO DISNEY WORLD

MultiEngine
Woo

NniComm
Bill Fuller or Johnny Parker
Contact

489-2721

489-2414

sheiton
wahains
W.X:01ZklZAOZA.IZA,AWZW.3ZA-AA-AV,1Z201tWtV4tWiqi Marshall.
Totals

STYLICO
aeLCAeL.I

2505 S ATLANTIC AVE
DAYTONA BEACH SHORES,
FLORIDA 32018

fg
6
2
2

.
..

ft pf tp
1 5 13
0 2 4
0 2 4

1 3 3 5
1 0 1 2
17 8 15 42

I

Phone

(904)
i 761-2210
HERE IT COMES - Bob Daniel (02) goes up high to get rid of
the boll against the pressure defense of the Mayfield fresh
man team in the final minute of the game. Mayfield held on for
a 30-26 win over the Tiger frosh.

Please send information
NAME

or
mail
ADDRESS
coupon today
CITY STATE, ZIP

DAYTONA BEACH • FLORIDA

Murray High
fg ft of to
1 5 3 7
Boone
3 0 5 6
Littleton
8 I 5 17
Bumph's
3 1 0 7
Farrell
0 2 1 2
Washer
1 0 1 2
Miller
1 0 0 2
Russell
1 0
0 2
Williams
0 0 1 0
Simmons
11 9 16 45
Totals
Mayfield
8 13 10 11-42
Murray2 18 10 15-4.5

America's favorite sweater classic.
cardigan
The Arnold Palmer
by Robert Bruce
The Arnold Palmer card,gan b.
of
Robert Bruce hot all the style
Robert
golf's most celebrated player
00
Bruce makes it in a hordy 50
full cut
alpaca. 500/o ..e00I blend
of
for active sportsmen .In o gallery
sold and heather tone. shades

Bowling
Standings

Sizes SliAlX

Sunday Couples
Bowling League
W
Team
34
Fearless Foursome ....
30
Born Losers
29
Funky Monkies
26
Horny Toads
MisfitsSi3
Seldoms
21
19
Untouchables
Truckers
10
High Team Game(SC)
Fearless Foursome
Funky Maniocs
Misfits
High Team Game(HC)
Funky Monkies
Misfits
Untouchables
High Team Series(SC)
Fearless Foursome........ ....
Funky Monkies
Horny Toads.
High Team Series 1HC.
Funky Monkies
Untouchables
Horny Toads
Ind. Game ,SC ,
.
Richard Scott
Hgh
Kenneth Perry
Bill Houghton
Women
/ Kathy Zea
Kathy Sea
. en
. .M
Theresa Smith
Nancy Todd
High Ind_ Game RC
Men
Richard Scott
Kenneth Perry
Bill Houghton
Women
Theresa Smith
Linda Eldridge
Kathy Zea
High Ind. Series St'
Men
Richard Scott.
Toby Alter .......
Bill Houghton
Women
Kathy Sea
Nancy Todd
Jane Houghton
High Ind Series NCI
Men
Richard Scott
Bill Houghton
Toby Aller
Women
Kathy 7.ea
Vado Overby
Jane Phillips
. High Averages
Men
Richard Scott
Toby Allier
Lloyd Todd
Ronnie Hutson
Kenneth Perry
Larry Swain

1,
14
18
IS
72
2Z5
27
29
38
659
641
643
834
. 816
807

ALL DIAMONDS /

1822
1768
1704
2347
1274
2271

50% OFF

119
r/
192
*5.

10

N

'Dioinctire ipprircl
hochithirsfar (.eritienten rind

OPEN
Sunday
1:00 to 5:00
Nightly Till
8:30

\

MN =MI .11•11=111.111•11101

Moyfield
Pryor
Ray
Humes

.--

veterans to give our guests the best of care
Major Credit Cards accepted

helmr• Gra

9 4 9 8-30
Mayfield
6 9 2 9-26
Murray
Mayfield 30 — Kerr 1, Pyle 6,
Boggess 4, Williams 14. Dunwa) 1,
Coneal 3 and Glover 1
Murray 426/ — Daniel 7, Britt 4, Hibbard 2,Swift 11, Rogers 2, Rollins, Wells,
Bogard and Milton

SKIING
ZELL AM SEE, Austria —
TotschnigBrigitte
Haberstatter of Austria
captured the first of two •
women's World Cup downhill
events, beating countrywoman Annemarie MoserProell.

____./

The subtle seasoning of modern Mexico enhances the inn's
decor ... luxury units, fully equipped efficiencies,
private balconies. color TV. Expertly managed by vacation-

traS
J. , „, , ,.„ 560p,Et
I ho one

l'AD14A11. KN.
311lir-midway

Phone, 1.12.7306

FREE
Wrapping
Gift

424
626
514

576

JEWELERS

tZ

Give him a Trod Shop X
y
GIFT
CERTIFICATE

WAVAVA'4*AVAVAWAVAVAtiOCWAVAVAVA

CHARGE IT, EASY TERMS
YOUR CREDIT IS GOOD
BankAmericard 4% Lay-A-Way .

I

Kathy Sea
Nancy Todd
Jane Houghton
Vickie Holland
Peggy Potts

944men

77

los

304,,/d.131(ADWAY
* EXCEPT KEEPSAKE

OPEN EVERY
NIGHT UNTIL
CHRISTMAS
FREE PARKING
AT UMW LOT
4th & JEFFERSON

•

PM
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Gov. Carroll To Begin Signing
Bills Into Law Wednesday
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP
The General Assembly had
it's 14 days. Now its Gov.
Julian Carroll's turn.
have
legislators
The
finished work on the items in
Carroll's special session call
and have scattered to their
homes.
Wednesday, Carroll will
begin signing bills into law, he
announced Monday.
Carroll has 10 days after
passage of a bill to sign it, veto
it or let it become law without
his signature.
"He may not sign them all,"
said John Nichols,. the
governor's press secretary,
but he pointed out that vetoes

Wednesday
thru
Christmas
Eve

Among the other measures service before promotion to
are unlikely, since Carroll's
session call listed the items to on the governor's desk are sergeant.
parent
— Allow
and
those to:
be considered.
—Eliminate penalty points subsidiary corporations to be
"They didn't pass anything
that wasn't in the call, and he for speeders on interstate and treated as one corporation
wrote the call," Nichols said. limited access highways when paying corporate license
The General Assembly dealt where the limit is 55 miles per taxes.
—Allow state and local
with 27 subjects and some hour if they are cited for 70 or
involved passage of more than less. The bill also permits governments to offer their
motorists to mail in speeding employes health maintenance
one bill.
The legislators passed 15 fines and court costs, a organization coverage.
—Require electric utilities
bills, for example, that will provision intended to reduce
put the unified district court the case load in the new to charge the 'same rates for
customers in the city and
system into operation just district courts.
—Set up a system of "small- outsidesity limits.
,wer a year from now,and two
—Allow a $3,500 personal
bills to set up the new state claims" courts to inexpensively and informally property exemption for a
mine safety program.
who
Legislation was produced to resolve consumer claims surviving - spouse
deal with every subject in the involving $500 or less. The renounces his or her spouse's
call but one—continuation of small claims divisions will will.
the governor's authority to have a $10 filing fee and will
appoint special security police not require attorneys and Damages Paid Farmers
complicated procedures.
officers.
From Shawnee Plant
—Outlaw messenger betThe measure that would
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) —
have continued that authority ting. Carroll asked the
beyond Jan. 1 failed when the legislature to prohibit sending Almost $90,000 has been paid
House and Senate couldn't bets to racetracks through to farmers claiming damage
agree on how security police messenger services after one due to emissions from the
would be used in the event of such service began operation Shawnee Steam Plant in
McCracken County, the
in Louisville.
strikes.
—Allow the use of sup- Tennessee Valley Authority
There was also hot debate,
though not enough to prevent plemental paper ballots when said.
The TVA said that it paid
passage, over other bills, such voting machines cannot acas those changing the death comodate all the candidates or $89,648 to 62 claimants who
penalty law, modifying public questions in an election. reported loss of soybeans,
—Allow the trade-in value of tobacco, pasture grass, hay,
workmen's compensation
vegetables and
statutes, helping Jefferson a used car to be deducted from garden
County finance a sewer ex- the retail price of a new car shrubbery. The losses appansion and writing into law a for state usage tax purposes, prently stemmed from sulfur
sales tax exemption for coal but only in the event Congress dioxide gases emitted from
reduces the federal gasoline the steam generating plant
processing machinery,
tax one cent and that reduc- located about 16 miles west of
tion is not passed on to the here.
consumer.
—Create a fund for medical
malpractice insurance at the
University of Louisville, •
similar to a fund already in
existence at the University of
Kentucky.
—Require a Kentucky State
Policeman to have five years

Gibson May Be
Named To Cabinet;
Would Be Only Black
WASHINGTON,(AP) —
Kenneth Allen Gibson, mayor
a the troubled port city of
Newark, N.J., is expected to
be named secretary of the
Department of Housing and
Urban Development. But his
aides say Gibson and Carter
have never discussed the job.
If appointed, Gibson could
be the lone black in Carter's
cabinet.
of
Gibson's
Reports
selection — one Carter aide
says, "call it a brasvpipe
cinch" — rippled through
Washington on Monday, but
Gibson was none the wiser.
"No one has called," Gibson
aide Harold Hotus said
Monday. "Carter hasn't
called, and none of his people
have called. We haven't heard
Word One." Privately, Gibson
backers were getting nervous.
Carter
Nevertheless,
transition aides say the HUD
job will go to either Gibson or
Baltimore housing chief
Robert Embry. According to
one source, Gibson "is faraway the frontrunner."
One key reason is that
Gibson is black, Carter aides
acknowledged.
One aide said it was not
significant that Carter had not
yet spoken to Gibson about the
HUD post.

"The governor knows
Mayor Gibson well. He
wouldn't need to interview
him formally," said the aide,
noting that Gibson was chief
spokesman for big city
mayors in their meeting with
Carter last week in Atlanta.
The President-elect is
committed to naming at least
one blatk to his cabinet. Since
Carter had not been considered likely to name a black
as secretary of defense or
labor, he was certain to choose
a black for either the
Department of Health,
Education and Welfare or
HUD. The leading candidate
for the HEW post was
reported to be Joseph
Califano, a lawyer from
Washington.
That leaves only HUD.
Black leaders have been
complaining privately for
several weeks that Carter was
putting off decisions on the
mainstay domestic jobs —
HUD and HEW — until last,
perhaps to see whether it
would be politically expedient
to appoint a woman or a black
to one or both posts.
During Monday's news
conference, Carter said his
cabinet appointees would be
the best people available
"without regard to sex or
race."

COPYING/DUPLICATING MODULIS
MITAEOGRA•••
•0F TSUI•COPIERS•P LUID•
• COLLATORS•PLATE MAKERS
• FOLDERS

A COMPLETE LINE OF PAPERS
AND SUPPLIES
SALES AND SERVICE
roil,/ AND USED EQUIPMENT

116 NORTH 71H
MAYFIELD

4

Compact mobile CB Transceiver
Modest price, small size, big performance, 23-channel CB
two-way radio features the latest technological advances
including Phase Lock Loop (PLL) circuitry.
• RP power output: 4 watts maximum • Phase Lock Loop (PLL)
circuitry synthesizes all 23 channels. All necessary crystals Included • Volume, variable Squelch, switchable Automatic Noise
Limiter (ANL) controls • Transmit/Modulation light • Channel indicator light • Automatic maximum modulation circuit • Push-to-talk
dynamic mike with coiled cord • Jack for external speaker • Compact size: FA" W, 2^ H, 8%" D • 3'' dynamic speaker • Power
required: 12 VDC pos. or neg. ground • FCC license required

Lay-Away For Christmas
We Service G.E. Radios We Sell

$8495
Murray Appliance
212 E. Main

Co.

753-1586

gtASONS GREETINGS and BEST WISHES

We will be
dosing at
5:00 p. m
Dec. 24

AMES MUNI

Clergyman
Asks For Veto

^

It's a great time of the year. We hope you enjoy
every minute of it.

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
A prominent clergyman has
mailed ir "pastoral letter" to
many highly placed persons,
including Gov. Julian Carroll,
asking support for a gubernatorial veto of legislation to
reinstate the death penalty in
Kentucky.
sby
The Rev. John C. Bush said
tivfvuunirsvi
el
Monday that Carroll should
!SURE FOOTWEAR FOR MEN
veto the legislation, which has
been presented to him for
signature by a just concluded
special session of the Kentucky General Assembly.
"I would hope the governor
sees fit to veto the bill on
spiritual and moral grounds,"
said Bush, director of the
Kentucky Council of Churches.
Bush also said he has sent a
"pastoral letter," issued last
week by a number of Kentucky religious leaders, to
The Tennessee Valle
uthority offers for
"about 85 persons in highly
sale an estimated 249,720 bo
feet of standing,
placed positions" for their
marked hardwood timber. ' timber is on a
signatures.
tract which lies between Sh
on Creek and
An aide to the governor said
Yellow Spring Branch embaym ts of Kentucky
Carroll has seen the letter, but
Reservoir in Calloway County,K• ucky.
that it has not persuaded him
In marking this tract, considerati was given
to change his stance on the
to wildlife, watershed protection, a''etics,and
death penalty.
future timber production. The suet_
bidder
The letter said: "Christ
will be required to cooperate in achie
these
points his followers to a higher
objectives.
law than that of retaliation."
Sealed bids for the purchase of this tim
will
\Carroll calls the death
be received by the Tennessee Valley Autho
202 West Blythe Street, Paris, Tennessee, un 0
penalty "a regretful but
a.m.,CST,January 6, 1977.
necessary means to protect
Parties interested in inspecting the Umber or
the lives of innocent Kenin obtaining bid forms and detailed information
tuckians."
should contact the Manager, Western District,
Death penalty legislation
Division of Property and Services, 202 West
attempting to meet U.S.
Blythe Street, Paris, Tennessee 38242, telephone
Supreme Court guidelines was
901-642-2041.
pproved last week by the
eneral Assembly.

f %ervthing
In Store
(Except Items
AlreadN on Sale)

for the coming year
from our house to yours

That soft comfortable feeling
as he slips into Slippersox.
Bulky knit upper on durable
vinyl sole. Hand wash,drip
dry. Brown,Oxford, Red,
Navy.Sizes S, M,L.

STAFF

ift

Bobby Grogan

BOARD MEMBERS

Marshall P. Jones

Ronald W. Churchill
Board Member

Board Member

Flinn SACHS L
111.1111If WEN

S..14)PaiiAS
JpannNu!sunvsj

Clifton Cochran
Board Member

LOAN

pup
uazjupl

...Ague&

al!lsaturN 111!M
Isn setuispto JnoA up
mu Mu Jo] paaN noA tiunithiaq SPH

uaa s2uN atll

gederal Savings

&_

lth &
Main

M

urray

gran.0

Ind

Xoart
Phone
753-7921

LinnanitintlialtatitatainlaiMainiatinglainkankatatitatinniatiOnaillt

1 4' 4
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Out, Out,
Dratted
Spot!

Your Individual
Horoscope
Frances Drake
FOR WEDNMIDAT, DUCEBOIER
everlasting peace
and joy. Thanks all.

What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the famed
given for your birth Sign.

TA

Brooks Bus Line

Jest WtsJies

41/4;•4.

hasty action could further
complicate matters.
PISCES
r
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 30) Ke
Good offerings indicated.
Stress your competence and do
not hesitate to accept another's
idea if practical. Intellectual
pursuits favored.

ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
Indications of a good financial
break. It may come in the form
al unexpected dividends from a
YOU BORN TODAY are an
past shrewd investment or
serious, conextremely
repayment of a loan.
servative and strong-willed
TAURUS
indtvidual and, though ambitious, are sometimes a dew
(Apr. 21 to May 21) t$Q?
If you've sousetbing in mind, starter on the road to swam
career-wise, now's the Ume to
Once having found your pryer
speak up. Superiors should be
niche, however, you mabe it a
ideas.
receptive to new
point to acquire an the knowhow poseible and, in due time.
GEMINI
by dint of sheer persistence and
9
(May U to June 21) 116
self-discipline, do attain your
Friends and (or) associable
objectives. You are a horn lewill be in a mood to Mecums the
venter and can visualise
future — theirs and yours. A
"impoesibilities" which, under
conscientious effort to be
your expert guidance, become
cooperative will pay big
realities. Fields in which you
dividends.
could excel: the law, music,
CANCER
basidng, building =brioches
(June 21 to July 23)
and engineering. Traits to
A domestic situation may
overcome: intolerance and
have you up tight at the
hypercritical attitudes toward
moment, but you can offset the
your fellowmen. Birthdste of
tension by immersing yourself
Deems Taylor, composer,
In one of your creative projects.
Andre
critic;
music
LEO
Kostelanetx, musician.
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
Mixed influences. Some past
agreements may have to be
revised, strengthened.
However, competition should
enliven the day nicely.
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 73)
Your innate sympathy for
your fellowman could lead you
astray now, so take all factors
Into account if asked for favors
— material or otherwise.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) Ani
A problem now may be in
handling activities smoothly,
without ruffling tempers or
leaving yourself open to
misinterpretation.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) ni-ftr•
You may face some petty
annoyances. Shake them off

More entertaining means
more minor casualties
through this festive season.
Most spots and stains are
easily removed Lf you really
know how to handle them
properly. Eash process described should be tested on
the extra fabric of an inside
seam, or a corner of the
fabric involved, before attacking the actual stain.
In a kit of first aid cleaning agents and tools be sure
to include an eyedropper
to measure one drop of
liquid at a time), an art
gum eraser, magnifying
glass, white vinegar, and a
soapless shampoo (not
meant for hair). Spots are
best removed from the
wrong side of the fabric,
with a paper towel placed
beneath them. Move the
towel around so the soil
comes off on a clean part.
Pat dry, do not iron. Remember soap will do more
hartn„than good, it often

Pool Office
Equipment

Supplies
753-170

.124A
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i‘ltes for a joy ote.

Your trust and confidence are a
prixilege—thanki. to our itatron..

Stokes Tractor &
Industrial Rd.Implement Co..153-1319

with a philosophical attitude
and settle down to serious work.
Much can be accomplished now.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) xv4410
In whatever you do or say,
emphuize your most charming
manner, which can outwit
apposition, help prevent friction. News of interest indicated.
CAPRICORN
1r
(Dec. 21 to Jan. 20) V-73
Excellent aspects now encourage all your interests, but
don't "upset the applecart"
through impulsiveness,
superfluous moves, unwise
strategy.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Mixed influences. Certain
situations may prove confusing,
but remain calm. Anxiety or

AVERY
MERRYCHRISTMAS
TO ALL!
Tuned up to sing your praises and say
thanks to our patronsfor your loyalty and
trust. Merry, Merry Christmas:

Complete Auto
Repair
753-8666

103 N.7th

Tempting
Wishing you a holiday crammed full of
the treasures and delights of a
wonderful Yuletide! To you and yours,
Merry Christmas.

Murray Appliance
212 E. Main
Co.
753-1586.

ChliStarnaSTI
Wishing you the 4.
finest joys of a (FI
1
:
‘
bright and happy 0
Christmas
c,';
with much
appreciation. ;V

Tabers Body Shop, Inc.
Phone 753-3114

1301 Oohed SI.

r"' Have a
Vt
Merry Christmas

The beauty of Christmas
reflects the beauty of our
patrons. Thanks for
letting us serve you.

Murray Beauty
Salon

Closed Fri. Si Sat.
Dec. 23 & 24
Chestnut

M

753-3142

In. l'i"'"1
h11t.(1‘%itik

" ft"'"
'
‘""I ‘"" (1°.
a

‘kith a i()%()n,,
prat t and liappni,

\k arm thanks

David Morris

scent to
holiday
candles

Electric Co.
506S 4th

You have only to light a
candle to fill your home
with the tempting smells
of holiday fare. Cranberries,
gingerbread, nut bread waft
through the air whetting
family appetites. Hollyberry
and fresh pine scented candles add to natural greenery
and give an elegant touch
to a mantle or dinner table. Scented candles, newly
available, add to the festive
mood of Christmas. To
make candles last through
the holiday season here are
some suggestions:
* Tapers on a dinner table
should be at lip or chin
level. The eoft glow is flattering to all.
* When blowing candles
out hold your finger in
front of the flame to keep

"sets" the stain. When a
chemical has been used,
hold spot over a glass of
cold water, and pat the
fabric into the water gently.
Coffee: For table linens,
hold stained fabric taut
over a deep basin. (Tie into
place.) Put basin into empty bathtub and from- as
high as possible, pour boiling water directly onto spot
until it is removed. Pour
slowly and -carefully!
Cocoa -dnd chocolate: As
soon at possible sponge with
cold water. A paste of Borax
--And water can be applied to
table linens.
Chewing gum. Rub with
ice cube until hard. Scrape
as much as possible away.
If fabric is linen or cotton
texture, put adhesive tape
over spot and press down
hard. Pull adhesive up
quickly while someone else
holds the fabric tight.
Candle droppings: Scrape
White
vwax
excess
v,x
wax spots can wbaey put between 2 layers of blotting
paprr and pressed with a
warm iron. If spot persists,'
.dilute a little wood alcohol
with water and apply.
Ice cream. Sponge with
warm water • and let dry.
Sponge with carbon tetrachloride.
Lipstick Sponge with
carbon tetrachloride.
Blood: Fresh blood stains
respond well to a mixture
of 2 tablespoons of salt and
1 tablespoon water. If fabric is washable soak in cold
water_ For white fabric that
is not washable use hydrogen peroxide.
Ink: A solution of table
salt and water will remove
most fresh ink spots.
Shoe polish and heel
marks . Dampen a clean,
soft cloth with a reliable
cleaning fluid, kerosene or
turpentine and rub gently
on reverse side of fabric.

airPwil'i cur:$11- %.":Aio

6,

We meet In goodness and
•

!lowship

celebrating this

ed holiday. Christmas

NN IShtS

.ind warm gratitude.

TV Service Center
753 5845

Control Skew* Cietrfor

the hot wax from spattering.
* Scratching through the
outer layer of wax with
your fingernail. will release additional fragrance
from scented candles.
* Store candles by laying
them flat in a dark, dry
place. For slow and even
burning, place candles in
refrigerator overnight before using.

E

xtending our thanks and heartfelt prayers for a

holicia, filled with the true Otis of Christmas—
Lcse. Peace. Goodsill.

14.

Federal Land
Bank Association
302 N. 7th St.
Mayfield, Ky.

247-3650

Merry Christmas

Hot tips for
• •
entertamung
For a holiday buffet,
you'll want a way to keep
yoUr hot dishes just that
way. Electric hot trays are
the number one choice because they are usually made
to keep foods warm, without drying them up. Small
electric cooking appliances
are great too. You can cook
a dish in one and when
ready to set out on the
table, you can turn the
setting down to "warm." It
will hold at serving temperature nicely that way.
There are many attractive tabletop warmers that
use canned fuels . . . alcohol
burners, butane gas burner,
or candles. Be sure to read
the instructions carefully,
as a safety precaution.

and
Best Wishes For
The New Year
from the

itallelujah

We exult in the glory of the
Birth 'of Our Lord. With
thanks we greet this
wondrous holiday.

Holiday Inn
641 South

't0

Students, Faculty and Staff

753-3944
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8 Piece Set

HI

III

III

iei

-Club Aluminum Cookware I
*Gold *Avocado

III

III
III
III

III

*Poppy *Chocolate
$59.95 Value

hi

111

id
III
III

/
12

isi

II'

PRICE

III

III

III
III

III
III
III
;I;

Il
Ill

is

EKCO
Spice Garden
7 Piece

III

Fl
ii
Ill
III

iss
11

All

Glass Sets

Kitchen Tool Set

III

III
III

III

I"
111
II'
III
III

III

$9.95 Value

iii
iii
III

1 Piece

EKCO
1 Piece

III
iii
III
Ill

III
HI

HI
311
III

31i
Ill

111
Ill
ill
HI
Ill

1/2

'I

hi
II

III

III

PRICE

III
II

1/2

Kitchen Tool
Set

111
III
ill

PRICE

*Close-Out*

Ouadz Watches

11

Set

Itt
III

II
El,
UI

Ill

$7.95
Value

III

1/2

I.

III

PRICE

III

All Drip

lit

II!

111

Money Back Quarantee

Coffee
Makers

ti

II

West Bend
II}

West Bend 11"
Family Size

II

II

St

III

At Cost

III

$12.99

Skillet Value
1/2 PRICE

Ill

10

24.88

Reg. $50.95 Value

No. 5276

St

III

III
III

III
!I!

(

Bel-Air Shopping
Center
Phone 753-8304

II

Open 9-9 Daily
1-6 Sunday
III

111

Sit
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Holiday financial pressures
require planning in advance

Santo %N.' Giant Fighter
By Lucrece Beole
Synopsis: Billy drops the ghost
sears in the soup and 'he giants
turn into ptgs. The magic potion
will not work on Goko. so Billy
places the ruby necklace where
the giant will find it.
CHAPTER SIXTEEN
THE HIGHT
Goko looked at himself in
the mirror over the fireplace.
He reached up to fasten the
ruby necklace around his
throat. The fire of the ruby
was reflected in the mirror.
The giant was bedazzled.
He dropped his hands. "It
is fit for a king," he grunted.
"I shall not wear it until day
after tomorrow when I marry
the Fairy Queen. Then I will
be a king and this stone will
dazzle all who see me.
"In the meantime I shall wear
the ruby as a nng for it fits my
finger as well as my neck."
Billy's heart sank. He
crouched behind the chair and
wondered what would happen if
the giant did not wear the
necklace around his throat as he
was supposed to do. Would its
magic still work?
Goko slipped the ruby .on his
finger. Instantly he began to
jump up and down and _howl
with pain. He threw his arms
around trying to shake off the
ring. He tore at it with his free
hand and chewed at it with his
teeth. The nng squeezed tighter.
The giant screamed and kicked
savagely at the furniture. His
boot struck the chair where Billy
was hiding. The chair tumbled
away and there was Billy
crouched on his heels.
The giant stared in astonishment. He forgot the pain in his
finger. "Who are you? Where
did you come from?" he roared.
Billy got to his feet-and pulled
out his wooden sword. "I am
Billy the Giant Fighter," 11c said.
He hoped the giant wouldn't

May

the season
shine-down its good
blessings on all.
'We're grateful to vou

Calloway County Soil
Improvement Association
The formen Co-op
Sitrisiii id/514114

"Do you think you can destroy Goko with a toy sword?"
notice the tremor in his voice.
Goko blinked. He thought of
his giants whO ..had let the boy
slip in. He shouted furiously,
"Guards! Guards!"
"No use calling," said Billy.
"Your guards have turned into
pigs. No one can help you
now!"
Then he lunged at the giant
with his sword. He struck Goko
on the breast but though the aim
was true and the blow well
struck the giant was unharmed.
Against such a mammoth the
wooden sword was. as useless as
the feather of a goose.
When the giant saw this he
threw back his head and shouted,
"You think you can destroy
Goko the Great with a to
sword? We shall sec!"
He snatched up his cl,vb and
slammed it down on ..his finger.
The ruby stoned tirfic burst apart
and his finger was free.
"Now v.41tre Will your magic
get y
snarled the giant and

he struck out at the boy. Billy
ducked under the swinging club
and fled from the room. He
raced through the corridors and
climbed the winding stairs. He
could hear Goko stamping after
him laughing and thumping his
club.
He came to a door at the top
of the topmost stair. Gasping
with terror he burst into the,
room and there he found We
(
Fairy Queen.
"You've come!"
e cried
"Oh, yoleve come
last!"
Billy threw,, imself in her
arms. "It's
use," he sobbed.
0/My sw rd was just a toy and
I'm 6(a
a giant fighter at all."
Let me have your sword."
said the Queen gently.
He gave it to her and she
pressed it softly to her bps.
"There," she said, giving it
back. "It's not a toy anymore."
To
Christmas to All

A

7‘

Merrv
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May every happi*.
no'ss be sours at this
Chrixtmas season.
Thank. for everything

Starks
Concrete
Works
/S3-2243

4,
c>.

Wishing you all the
blessings ofa Joyous
Holiday Season.

ur rosy
cheeked caroler.'
brings thanks,

•

Now that the holiday
season has arrived,
chances are you're spending much of your time —
and money — exchanging
gifts and going on family
get-togethers. These seasonal expenses can put a
strain on most family
budgets if you haven't
done your financial planninelh advance.
There are several methods you can use to prepare
for such special occasions
and gift purchases so that
you and your family will
not be forced'to give up
any of the day-to-day
necessities:
Three method.
One way to finance the
holidays is to save. It
sounds simple, and i
as long as you disc
yourself to save a• few
dollars--from e
Paycheck over
period of
time.
Ano
way to gather
extr
ollars for the hollis commonly referred
d
o as "moonlighting."
Take on a part-time job
for a few months, or, perhaps, work some overtime
hours where you are normally employed. Then use
the extra money for those
seasonal
expenditures
that you anticipate.
A third method involves
consumer credit. This is
an alternative that is frequently used to
with
holiday needs.
Financial counseling
specialists at the National
Consumer Finance Association point out that credit
can be a valuable financial
tool that allows you to
make desired purchases
when you really want or
need them. Payment is
.then handled out of regular budget allowances
over a predetermined period of time.
Credit, of course, costs
money, so the specialists
suggest that you borrow
only when the benefits of
doing so are worth the
• cost.
And, avoid using credit
to such an extent that you
owe more money than you
can reasonably expect to
pay back out of your present and future income.
Shop carefully for cred-

so you clearly understand
everything about your
particular transaction
Make sure you've read
your contract before you
sign it.
In short, whether you
decide to save the money
in advance, take on a parttime Job, or borrow funds
from a reliable lender, remember to work out a
financial plan that will

lead you and your wallet
through the holiday season and into the new year
most comfortably.
A helpful brochure on
sound money and credit
management entitled "It's
Your Money" is available
to you at no cost from:
National 7Consumer Finance .-Association, 1000
Sixteenth Street, NW,
Washington, D.C. 20036.

Christmas
Santa declares this
will be your 17111KTiellet
Christmas sve0
Thanks for your friendship

Kingswood Beauty Salon
Freda Steely

OVIRlef

Ilettperood SetbdiviDeet

.fer

qg

and
•
Be joyful and happy as
.ou herald the birth of our Saviour.
warm thanks.

Man's World
Coldwater Rd

7534611

it, just as you do for holiday gifts. You'll want to
turn to a reliable lending
Iource. Consumer finance
Tompanies specialize in
personal loans of this
type.
A*1. que•tion*
In any case, ask a lot
of questions of your Wilder

New toujhès
bring- cotor to
christmas table

and wishesfor a
Merry Christmas

A REGAL CHRISTMAS GIFT for the lady in your life,
whatever her age may be, is "Her Royal Highness," a true
collector's doll from the Regal Heirloom Collection of
Effanbee Dolls. She is a blueblood to the last detail — from
her rich bridal gown of ruffles and lace, her dainty bouquet
and pantaloon., to the beauty of her charming face' and
perfectly-roiffed hair. "Her Royal Highneg.," h. a Christnuo.
gift that is certain 'to provide generation' of &light.

Exquisite dojUs
fitfor a pi4ncess
Dolls are the all-time
favorites of girls all" over

•
• •- .*

llg
••

• • !* •
e would like to take this time
ta thank the people and
latAineviel far their support
throughout the .year and n
Apecial thanks to the Fruit
Cake Sale.

Civitan Club

the world: dolls to cuddle,
dolls to mother, dolls to
dress up, dolls to love and
treasure.
In fact, the doll — the
quality doll — is much
more than just another
toy. It is a true heirloom.
a treasure to be passed on
from generation to generation with love and joy
This Christmas, don't
overlook the possibility of
giving your little girl a
doll that she may enjoy
for a lifetime to come.
And don't forget that
those not-so-little -girls --teenagers, mothers, aunts,
and grandmothers — will
all share in the delight
that a beautiful doll, a
true
bring.
To start a doll collection
for your favorite lady, you
might wish to check for
the magnificent line of
dolls manufactured by the
Effanbee Doll Corporation.
pioneers in the American
doll industry. Their latest
addition to the doll world,
a true "piece de resistance," is the Regal Heirloom Collection — a magnificent salute to royalty
and its rich - traditions.
From the "Princess", to
"Her Royal Highness," all
six of these regal beauties
have the laok and elegance of rare heirlooms
Their costumes are all
fashioned in royal blue
velvet and ecru lacerTheir
faces and hairstyles are
perfect to the last detail

Every day can be a holiday through the Christmas
season.-A little imagination
goes a long way in keeping
from Ass to you! 4.-"T
your family full of that
festive spirit .-..
Sprinkle a touch of candied fruit into hot oatmeal
4 .*
for a breakfast treat.
Give your favorite fruit
salad that hoIltiaSfronk With
a sprinkle of pomegranate
seeds.
, Cut bells from, slices of
't canned cranberry sauce
_when serving.
Candy canes make flavorful stirrers in cups of hot
cocoa or tea.
Year-round favorite casseroles have a holiday look
topped with a cheese star
Place a waxed paper sten
(
:‘,1`;*
. cil of a Christmas tree over
a bowl of potatoes or rice
Williarns
. sprinkle with chopped
parsley . . . remove stencil.
Radiator
Pimento poinsettias make
& Glass Co.
colorful garnishes on any
one of many dishes or borChosbleitStreet
7534524
dering a filled platter.
Addressing a long list of
Christmas cards can really
be fun! Gather the family
around the table and keep
,tlitein happily at work with
cookies and hot fruit punch!
Ever try pancakes poured
onto tiv• griddle in Christ—
mas tree shapes? It takes a
steady hand and concentration. but think how they'll
delight your family.

At'

terik.\

Christmas
Wishes

It's a party!
THE NIGHT
BEFORE
CHRISTMAS
Cheerio
and away
we go
bringing
good cheer
to our many friends.
Thanks, loyal patrons.

Bucks Body Shop
900 Sycamore Street
'51 5112

Everyone gets into the
act at this favorite Christmas party. Invite dear
-friends and relative,s for a
hoart warming .evening for
all. The hostess heaps baskets with ribbons, popcorn,
colored papers and cellophane, foil, seals, bells, colored yarns, scissors, glue,
whatever. Each one makes
ornaments from whatever
suits his or her fancy, and
then uses them to trim the
tree. Prizes can be awarded
for the funniest, prettiest,
or cleverest ornament. After
light refreshments, guests
take home one or two of
their creations for their
Own tree.

0,11014 c_
Night
To our friends and loyol patrons, hire's hearty wishes for
the best CIHRISTMAS ever
DUNKS

Fern Terrace Lodge
Of Murray, Inc.
1505 Stadi urn View Dr.

Phone 753-7109
753-9086
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presented a ChristThe Murray Middle School fifth grade class of Mrs. Linda
play was under
The
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school
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mas play for the fifth and sixth grades at
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Three High School Students
Tapped For Governor's Group

Cain AMC/Jeep
Motor Sales
753-6448

806 Coldwater R4.

FRANKFORT, KY. —
Three high school students
from Western Kentucky have
been tapped to attend the
second annual Governor's
conference of the Kentucky
Youth Traffic Safety Committee here next April.
And some 825 high school
students, after participating
in eight state-sponsored
meetings, are now readying
programs to get the highway
safety message out to their
home communities.
The last of the eight regional
meetings was held in
Louisville last week. Earlier,
several area high schools sent
87 delegates to the Kentucky
Youth Traffic Safety Conference held at Kentucky Dam
Village. Students from 18
WesternCounties were invited
to participate,„
'kw

•ll

Dreams ofthe Sugar Pliirn
Fairy and beautiful imaginings
fill the night. May all your
MIA
dreams come true!

NAPAI
Murray Auto PortsIyaw
753-4424

605 Maple

WrIshirog yon all the
blr.,o, ••gm of a Jawolie
Hol'day Seams'.

For about 35 years both
men and women have been
sentimentally dreaming of
a "White Christmas." The
poignant message of Irving
Berlin's popular song is
dear to us all, at holiday
time. However, a Green
Christmas is an ancient custom and more universally
observed.
At pagan winter festivals
in early times, winter flowering plants and evergreens
were prized for their promise of the return of the sun
and of spring. Holly and
ivy are part of that ancient
heritage and were extolled
in an old Christmas carol
"The Holly and the Ivy."

Transportation Rough River, Kentucky Dam
State
Secretary John C. Roberts Village, Richmond and
said he is very impressed with Louisville.
the progress the youthful Students who attended the
traffic 'experts' have made in conferences will now start
one year. "Youth listens to its programs for presentation to
own," he said. "We're finding their fellow students and to
out that one of the best their local communities. This
methods of getting the safety year they will place major
message out is to equip emphasis on three vital areas
student leaders with the facts. in which public participation
They will lead the way."
would cut traffic tolls. They'll
The regional Kentucky map out programs which will:
Youth Traffic Safety Con- — encourage the voluntary
ferences were sponsored wearing of seatbelts.
jointly by the Office of High- — spotlight the role of
Programs drivers' behavioral attitudes
way
Safety
(OHSP), an agency in the on highway safety.
Kentucky Department of — look into the feasibility of
Transportation, and by the classified driver licensing.
Kentucky Department of The three local student
Education. Fall meetings leaders chosen at the conwere held at Ft. Mitchell, ference to represent their
Jenny Wiley State Park, districts as members of the
Greenbow Lake, Corbin, Kentucky Youth Traffic
Safety Committee (KYTSC)
at Frankfort in April are
David Wagner of Paducah
Tilghman High School, Lisa
Ivey of Madisonville North
High School and Cathy
Wagoner of Lone Oak High
School.
This latter group, a
statewide committee of 24,
plans and coordinates the
activities of the regional
conferences.
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As far back as those an-.
dent pagan games, holly
was characterized as masculine, ivy as feminine. At
a later date, it was decided
that spiney-leaved hollies
are "he" and smooth-leaved
hollies are "she."
Depending on the kind of
holly brought home at the
holidays, it was determined
whether he or she would
be head of the house, the
New • Year!
Womens libbers will undoubtedly be cornering the
market on smooth-leaved
holly this happy holiday
season!
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In, his pack
filled to
overflowing
with joy,
peace, and
contentment
for all.
Happy holidays
and thanks.
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* Santa's on his way to*
* you, carrying our very*
best of holiday wishes,*
rd a hearty thank
a wsoru
ss
•for your
during this pest year.
* * * * ********

Galloway
Insurance &
Real Estate Agency
Murray, Ky.

PARKER FORD, Inc.
701 Main St.
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DELECTABLE HOME MADE COOKIES make original
tree trimmings as well as happy holiday eating.

Little folks bake cookies
for fun and happy hours
with a joyous Christmas filled with
peace and happiness. Warm thanks.

David Morris
Co.
Electric
24 Hour Service

753-3944

506 S. 4th

Youngsters can spend many creative hours in the kitchen, baking and putting together their very own cookies
and Christmas treats.
The recipes below are easy for little folk and will provide some toothsome goodies to add excitement to your
table, hang on your tree or wrap as gifts.
Basic Cookies (from a mix). Decide which cookie to
make and make up basic dough from package directions.
Use ginger-cookie mix if preferred. Roll dough out about
4" thick. Cut in desired shapes. Bake as package directs,
1
/
then decorate with prepared frosting.
Santa Cookie: From cookie dough mix, cut out tear drop
shape about 3^ tall. Sprinkle with red sugar. Bake, cool,
then decorate. Pointed top of tear drOp is Santa's peaked
hat. The wide bottom, his body.
Gumdrop Christmas Tree: Cut out triangle for tree, and
small rectangle for tree base, from basic cookie dough.
Press parts into place on cookie sheet and bake. When
cool, add gum drops for ornaments.
Singing Angel: From cookie dough mix, cut out circle
for head and larger triangle lor body. From contrasting
dough cut wings in tear-drop shape. On cookie sheet,
press all parts into place and bake. Cool-and decorate with
frosting or egg paint (recipe below).
Egg Paint: It is easier for young people to decorate baked
cookies, but egg paint can be applied before baking too.
To make this medium, mix an egg yoke with a few drops
of water. Put small amounts ThITtly dishes and add- vegetable coloring as desired. Use a soft brush for each color,
and let your imagination go! If you are using the cookies
for Christmas tree trimming, remember to leave a small
hole about V-2 inch from top of the cookie, for a bit of
colored yarn or,ribbon as the hanger.
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We hope you enjoy
everything
this wonderful
season has to offer.
Thank you, friends.

Lompkins Buick -,•
302 N. Main

Benton, Ky.
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With most
sincere hopes
that peace and
happiness be
with us all.
Many thank..

The She's)case
1417 125 Ily.Pois Telephone 502 7534541

s the Heavens rejoiced when Christ
was born, so let us rejoice too, in peace
and brotherhood. At this holy holiday we
say thanks to our warm and loyal friends.
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NASA, UK
To Negotiate
On Center
WASHINGTON i AP) —
Preliminary negotiations
between
the
National
Aeronautics and Space
Administration NASA; and
the University of Kentucky
should be completed by March
1 in connection with the
possible establishment of the
nation's first technical
:assistance center at the
texington school, said. Sen.
Wendell Ford, 1)-Ky.
. Ford said the center would
be jointly funded with NASA
providing an estimated
200,000 at the start of the
program.
NASA already has six
regional industrial application
centers in operation, said
Ford. The centers assist
businesses and industries in
improving productivity,
creating new products and
Improving their effectiveness
through the use of technology
developed by NASA,he said.
The network includes
detailed information on a wide
area of subjects, such as air
pollution,
chemistry,
education, engineering, food
and agriculture, textiles,
medicine, business and
economics, Ford said.
The proposed government
center would be part of
NASA's nationwide network of
information centers, but its
services would be available to
local units of government.
"NASA developed this
program to assure that the
benefits of its vast knowledge
and technology are available
to all sectors of the economy,"
Ford Said.
"This center holds an
unlimited potential in Kentucky," he added. "Industry
and government in our st;te
now will have ready access to
more than eight pillion
documents and reports in
what has developed into the
world's largest technological
data bank."
, The Devil's advocate was
priginally the name given the
person appointed by the state
to oppose a proposed carionization in the Romafi Catholic
Church. The person who undertook the defense was God's advocate.

Only three more shopping
days and we still have
a Wonderland of Gift Ideas

•

ROSES

Prices Good
Wed. Thru Fri.

AaTrardkfit ck

RONCO

Central Center

Gift Suggestions As Seen On TV

SALAD SPINNER BOTTLE & JAR
$988
CUTTER
$888
PRESCOLATOR
ICE CREAM
SPIN SLICER
$888
MACHINE
$988
$1188

Christmas Eve Open 9 AM to 6 PM
Closed Christmas Day
and Sunday, Dec. 26.
Re-Open Monday
Dec. 27

RECORDS AND
8-TRACK TAPES

,

Perfect For
Christmas
BLANK
CASSETTES
ROSES
I
S
$PECIAL
PRICE
PK
Pkg of 3 unrecorded tapes for a
total of 180 minutes Record
your own favorite sounds

ELECT
RICS
.. .

They know just what to do
and how to do it ...
YOUR CHOICE

Sunbeam's electric Can Opener opens cans almost
any size and shape. Magnet holds detached lid.
Mtmsey's Oven Toaster provides thermostatic
low-med-high control with large cooking
capacity.
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McDONALD LAND
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MEN'S GIFT SETS
NIHON

Old Spice

MUSK GIFT SET
4 oz. Cologne
5% soap on a rope

RANGO GIFT SET

ROMAN BRIO
GIFT SET
397

2 oz. after shave
5.75 soap.

POLAROID'S T-88

POLAROID'S T-108

Kodak's C110 & C126

COLOR FILM

COLOR FILM
ROSES
57
SPECIAL

COLOR FILM

ROSES
SPECIAL
PRICE

547

597

357

4

PRICE

Polaroid 2 film for square shooter
2 cameras 8 color exposures i9
seconds

ic

REG
1 17

lEA

Polaroid 2 film Color prints
measuring
inches are
produced in seconds

C110 and C128 color film for in
starnatic cameras Each gives 12

GLASS COVERED

SCOTCH BRANDI

FRAMES

TAPE

prints

Men's

PAJAMAS
Several To
Choose From
Great Gift
Idea for
Dad

01/40-...._- ....
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eatures basic
slide rule functions
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ROSES
1r57
LOW
PRICE

REG
1 14

1-Igh velocity .22 rim five
long rifle cartridges Box
of 100. Excellent for hunting small game.

Pt<

G E Flashcubes for all standard
flashcube cameras Three cubes
per pack for a total of twelve
flashes

3x5 5x7 8x10, or 11,14 gold
framed pictures with glass
coverings Felt backing for
hanging or sitting

REG
44<

Hundreds of uses around your •
home or office Big easy dispen
se roll measures',a 1500'.

MEN'S

GOLD
AWARD

POINETTIAS

Dellrare Ivo pori
wiles in 6 106 byid
pots C600663 io 5

MODEL 1034

-

ansi..44

DRY ROASTED

GOLDEN FLAME

ALL OCCASION

PEANUTS

FIRE LOGS

PAPER

REG
67C

$10

MICHELSON'S

_

PRICE

68c

8-digit pocket calculator
cased in chrome Includes
square root, pi, sign
change. %. peciprocal,
and square key. Operates
on batteries

OPEN NIGHTS SUN.

CARTRIDGES GENERAL ELECTRIC
FLASHCUBES
ROSES 177
SPECIAL

SOCKS

DELUXE
POCKET,
CALCULATOR
REG
13 97

.22 long Rifle

297
. •-

48c

Delicious crisp dry roasted
Peanuts Roses own brand Net
wt 8-oz

REG
82C

66'

,Golden Flame Fire Logs radiate
brilliant colors 3 hours of burning time per log

PEG
100

87

Beautiful all occasion giftwrap ei
a variety of pleasing patterns
...Measures 30 wide by 36 long

When purchasing film
•
REMEMBER
Rows has a complete Film
'Developing Service.
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Women's lib
endorses green
Christmas
For about 35 years both
men and women have been
sentimentally dreaming of
a "White Christmas." The
poignant message of Irving
Berlin's popular song is
dear to us all, at holiday
time. However, a Green
Christmas is an ancient custom and more universally
observed.
At pagan winter festivals
In early times, winter flowering plants and evergreens
were prized for their promise of the return Of the sun
and of spring. Holly and
ivy are part of that ancient
heritage and were extolled
in an old Christmas carol
"The Holly and the Ivy."
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Inn ,on presente,d a ChristThe Murray middle School fifth grade class or Mrs. Linda inria. The play was under
school
mas play for the 111th and sixth grades at the middle
Staff Photo by David Hill
teacher.
the direction ot Kim Boren,fifth grade student

Three High School Students
Tapped For Governor's Group

Coin,AMC/Jeep

MotOr Sales
753-6448

806 Coldwater Rd.

FRANKFORT, KY. —
Three high school students
from Western Kentucky have
been tapped to attend the
second annual Governor's
conference of the Kentucky
Youth Traffic Safety Committee here next April.
And some 825 high school
students, after participating
in eight state-sponsored
meetings, are now readying
programs to get the highway
safety message out to their
home communities.
The last of the eight regional
meetings was held in
Louisville last week. Earlier,
several area high schools sent
87 delegates ter the Kentucky
Youth Traffic Safety Conference held at Kentucky Dam
Village. Students from 18
Western Counties were invited
to participate.

Dreams ofthe Sugar Plum
Fairy and beautiful imaginings
fill the night. May altyour
/WA
dreams come true!

NAP"
Murray Auto PartsL
753-4424

605 Maple

Transportation Rough River, Kentucky Dam
State
Secretary John C. Roberts Village, Richmond and
said he is very impressed with Louisville.
the progress the youthful Students who attended the
traffic 'experts' have made in conferences will now start
one year. "Youth listens to its programs for presentation to
own," he said. "We're finding their fellow students and to
out that one of the best their local communities. This
methods of getting the safety year they will place major
message out is to equip emphasis on three vital areas
student leaders with the facts. in which public participation
would cut traffic tolls. They'll
They will lead the way."
The regional Kentucky map out programs which will:
Youth Traffic Safety Con- — encourage the voluntary
ferences were sponsored wearing of seatbelts.
jointly by the Office of High- — spotlight the role of
Programs drivers' behavioral attitudes
Safety
way
(OHSP ). an agency in the on highway safety.
Kentucky Department of — look into the feasibility of
Transportation, and by the classified driver licensing.
Kentucky Department of The three local student
Education. Fall meetings leaders chosen at the conwere held at Ft. Mitchek—ference to represent their
Jenny Wiley State Park, districts as members of the
Greenbow Lake, Corbin, Kentucky Youth Traffic
Safety Committee (KYTSC)
at Frankfort in April are
David Wagner of Paducah
Tilghman High School, Lisa
Ivey of Madisonville North
High School and Cathy
Wagoner of Lone Oak High
School.
s delacottemrmitteegroupof,
Ttheiwi
sta
a
24,
rdinates the
plans and cob—
activities of the regional
conferences.

1

As far back as those an-,
dent pagan games, holly I
was characterized as masculine, ivy as feminine. At
a later date, it was decided
that spiney-leaved hollies
are "he" and smooth-leaved
hoilies are "she."
Depending on the kind of
holly brought home at the
holidays, it was determined
whethef he or she would
be head of the house, the
New - Year!
Womens libbers will tmdoubtedly be cornpring the
market on smooth-leaved
holly this happy holiday
season!

:To
!OI

Visafag yogi alt ti..
bleao iop of.Jailors
Holida.Samoa.

Santa zooms
In, his pack
filled to
overflowing
with joy,
peace, and
contentment
for all.
Happy holidays
and thanks.

•
* Santa's on his way to
* you, carrying our very*
* best of holiday waft's, p
and a hearty thank you
•for your business
during this past year.
•* * * ********

Galloway
Insurance &
Real Estate Agency
Murray, Ky.

PARKER FORD, Inc.
701 Main St.

Ph. 753-5273
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DELECTABLE HOME MADE COOKIES make original
tree trimmings as well as happy holiday eating.

Little folks bake cookies
for fun and happy hours
be blessed
M ay you, our dear fiends,
s filled with
with a joyous Christma
peace and happiness. Warm thanks.

David Morris
Electric Co.
24 Hour Service
506 S.4th

753-3944

Youngsters can spend many creative hours in the kitchen, baking and putting together their very own cookies
and Christmas treats.
The recipes below are easy for little folk and will provide some toothsome goodies to add excitement to your
table, hang on your tree or wrap as gifts.
Basic Cookies (from a mix). Decide which cookie to
make and make up basic dough from package directions.,
Use ginger-cookie mix if preferred. Roll dough out about
115" thick. Cut in desired shapes. Bake as package directs,
then decorate with prepared frosting.
Santa Cookie: From cookie dough mix; cut out tear drop
shape about 3" tall. Sprinkle with red sugar. Bake, cool,
then decorate. Pointed top of tear drop is Santa's peaked
hat. The wide-bottom, his body.
Gumdrop Christmas Tree: Cut out triangle for tree,and
small rectangle for tree base, from basic cookie dough.
Press parts into place on cookie sheet and bake. When
cool, add gum drops for ornaments.
Singing Angel: From cookie dough mix, cut out circle
for head and larger triangle for body. From contrasting
dough cut wings in tear-drop shape. On cookie sheet,
press all parts into place and bake.,C,00l and decorate with
frosting or egg paint (recipe below).
Egg Paint:.It is easier for young people to decorate baked
cookies, but egg paint can be applied before baking too.
To make this medium, mix an. egg yoke With-a law-dropsof water. Put small amounts in tiny dishes and add vegetable coloring as desired. Use a soft brush for each color,
and let your imagination go! If you are using the cookies
for Christmas tree trimming, remember to leave a small
1 2 inch from top of the cookie, for a bit of
hole about /
colored yarn or ribbon as the hanger.

We hope you enjoy
everything
this wonderful
season has to offer.
Thank you, friends.

Lampkins Buick
Benton, Ky.

IL
S
With most
sincere hopes
that peace and
happiness be
with us all.
Many thanks.

,121 Illy•Pase Tidaptions 502-153-41541
1{11

0

s the Heavens rejoiced when Christ
was born,so let us rejoice too, in peace
and brotherhood. At this holy holiday we
say thanks to our warm and loyal friends.

jaTo oil our
X
friends: Hove
the very Merriest
Christmas- Many thanes

Stella Feed &
Seed, Inc.
753-1255

Houston-McDevitt Clinic
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Only three more shopping
days and we still have
a Wonderland of Gift Ideas

NASA, UK
To Negotiate
On Center
WASHINGTON AP) —
Preliminary negotiations
between
the
National
Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA) and
the University of Kentucky
should be completed by March
1 in connection with the
possible establishment of the
nation's first technical
:assistance center at the
Lexington school, said. Sen.
Wendell Ford, 1)-Ky.
. Ford said the center would
be jointly funded with NASA
providing an estimated
*200,000 at the start of the
program.
- NASA already has six
regional industrial application
centers in operation, said
Ford. The centers assist
businesses and industries in
improving productivity,
creating new products and
improving their effectiveness
through the use of technology
developed by NASA,he said.
The network includes
detailed information on a wide
area of subjects, such as air
pollution, chemistry,
education, engineering, food
and agriculture, textiles,
medicine, business and
economics, Ford said.
The proposed government
center would be part of
NASA's nationwide network of
information centers, but its
services would be available to
local units of government.
"NASA developed this
program to assure that the
benefits of its vast knowledge
and technology are available
to all sectors of the economy,"
Ford said.
"This center holds an
unlimited potential in Kentucky," he added. "Industry
and government in our state
now will have ready access to
more than eight million
documents and reports in
'-What has developed into the
world's largest technological
data bank."
The Devil's advocate was
originally the name given the
person appointed by the state
to oppose a proposed canonization in the Romah Catholic
'Church. The person who undertook the defense was God's advocate.

Prices Good
Wed. Thru Fri.

RONCO

Central Center

Gift Suggestions As Seen On TV

SALAD SPINNER BOTTLE & JAR
$998
CUTTER
PRESCOLATOR
$888
ICE CREAM
$88
8
SPIN SLICER
MACHINE
$988

Christmas Eve Open 9 AM to 6 PM
Closed Christmas Day
and Sunday, Dec. 26.
Re-Open Monday
Dec.27

$11"

RECORDS AND
8-TRACK TAPES

Perfect For
Christmas
BLANK
CASSETTES
I
SPECIAL $PECIAL
PRICE

Pkg of 3 unrecorded tapes for a
total of 180 minutes Record
your own favorite sounds

ELECTRI
CS
. ..

They know just what to do
and how to do it . ..
YOUR CHOICE

Sunbeam's electric Can Opener opens cans almost
any size and shape. Magnet holds detached lid.
Munsey's Oven Toaster provides thermostatic
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MERCHANDISE POLICY
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low-med-high control with large cooking
capacity.

CHRISTMAS
DIAMOND
SPECIALS!

PK

ROSE'S STORES

Reg. 19.99

pc

1599

MEN'S GIFT SETS
Old Spice

MUSK GIFT SET
4 oz. Cologne
5% sup ea a rope

ROMAN BRIO
GIFT SET
397

RANGO GIFT SET

h

POLAROID'S T-88

POLAROID'S 1-108

COLOR FILM' COLOR FILM
ROSES 457
ROSES
SPECIAL
SPECIAL

2 oz. after shave
5.75 soap.

357

547

PRICE

PRICE

597

Polaroid 2 film for square shooter
2 carneras 8 color exposures in
seconds

Polaroid 2 film Color prints
measuring
inches are
produced in seconds

GENERAL ELECTRIC

GLASS COVERED

FLASHCUBES

FRAMES
ROSES 157
LOW

Kodak's C1108. C126

COLOR FILM
REG
1 17

lEA

C110 and C126 color film tor in
starnatic cameras Each gives 12
prints

Men's

PAJAMAS
Several To
Choose From
Great Gift
Idea for
Dad
AWARD
(GOLD
LC:r:rtv SootS

Features basic
slide rule functions.

REG
13 97

$199
1"
,
”9.^
To St.o. 0..0"

MICHELSON'S
[
MODEL 1034
el1

ROSES
SPECIAL
PRICE

177

REG
1 14

High velocity 22 rim five
long rifle cartridges Box
01 100 Excellent for hunting small game.

IPK

GE Flashcubes for all standard
flashcube carneras Three cubes
per pack for a total of twelve
flashes

SCOTCH BRAND

TAPE
REG
44C

PRICE
3x5. 5x7 lx10, or 1114 gold
framed pictures with glass
coverings Felt backing for
hanging or sitting

28.

Hundreds of uses around your
home or office Big easy dispen
se roll measures' x 1500

MEN'S

GOLD
AWARD

SOCKS
DRY ROASTED

GOLDEN FLAME

ALL OCCASION

PEANUTS

FIRE LOGS

PAPER

REG
67C

$10

8-digit pocket calculator
cased in chrome Includes
square root, pi, sign
change, %, peciprocal,
and square key Operates
on batteries

OPEN NIGHTS & SUN.

ricr,"9

CARTRIDGES

DELUXE
POCKET
CALCULATOR

YOUR (HOKE

`71F(jryf

22 long Rifle

POINSETTIAS

Dar.sle e.• pow
Whin 6 Id insr4
pots Chame 3 to 5
morns

29
5.

48,

Delicious crisp dry roasted
Peanuts Roses own brand Net
wt 8-oz

G
82C

66.

Golden Flame F ire Loos radiate
brilliant colors 3 hours of burning time per log

REG
1- 00

87

Beautiful all occasion gift wrap in
a variety of pleasing patterns
Measures 30 wide by 36 long

When purchasing film
REMEMBER
Roses has a complete Film
Developing Service.
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Small Percentage Of Christmas
Trees Are Grown In Kentucky

Let's

Stay Well
Detecting and Treating
Cancer of the Prostate
By F.J.L Blaangarne,
Cancer of the prostate may not is routinely studied for evidence
produce any symptoms early in at cancer so that any additional
the course of the disease. It often ireatinent which is required may
said.
and
Ky. ported from Indiana
FRANKFORT,
spreads elsewhere in the bodr. be irrdituted.
Grim noted that some before the diagnosis is made.
Cancer of the prostate has a
1AP -If you purchased a live states as distant as Michigan.
of growers are offering balled
matter
a
"It's
In its early stage, prostate: tendency to spread early to bone
Christmas tree this season, it
probably wasn't grown in economics," Grim said and burlaped trees for cancer may be cured by ap- and may occasionally be first
Monday. "Many landowners Christmas and, to him this is a propriate treatment. In later detected in the caurse of-an )(tKentucky. Few are.
stages, cure is less likely. and ray examination for other purBefore the holiday arrives, don't grow trees because they good investment.
management only brings relief. poses.
After the holidays, the tree
approximately 400,000 can't get a quick return on
with disease recurring later.
In addition to surgery, the
can
be
planted
in
the
yard
for
investment."
families will purchase live their
Carcinoma of the prostate is course of the disease may be
He said it takes six to eight enjoyment all year.
the second leading cause of slowed by irradiation tX-rays or
trer.`, and, of these, only about
Grim's agency is willing to death from cancer in men. This cobalt), chemotherapy, and hor75.000 are from farms in the years of work before the first
cancer kills about 19,000 men in mones, even castration in the
trees planted can be taken to help anyone interested in
state.
the United States annually. Us later stages of the disease.
"Our
profit.
planting
trees
for
landowner
"And
a
figures,
market.
the
supplying
In
occurrence
ik unusual in men Through a combination of these
inspect
the
out
and
people
go
$50
return
of
Elmore Grim, director of the can expect a net
under 40 but increases with age therapies, the victim is often
state forestry division, said to $100 per acre per year over land and determine whether it Studies vary but show, at autop- able to carry on for years of
the remaining trees are im- a 10 year rotation period," he is suitable for pine. The price
sy. that 40 per cent to 80 per cent fairly comfortable living.
of land is always one of the big
of men 40 years and older have
Therefore, men of 50 years or
factors to be considered."
unsuspected prostatic cancers.
older should have annual
Crossword Puzzler Answer to Monday's PUZZIO
The best way to check for checkups including a rectal exGrim would like to see more
(ebb( 1
ACROSS
mon nonn ono
cancer of the prostate is an rec- amination of the prostate.
3 Contrast
trees.
farmers
growing
1 Mocassins
00M
mono
POMO
4 Prophets
5 Sacred imEarly detection and prompt
5iNegative
nn no 0M0000
Because they aren't, he tal examination. The prostatic
age
prefix
gland can be palpated in front of treatment greatly increase the
ono 000 00M
9 Fruit seed
the
Dad
and
"the
joy
of
said,
6 Strike out
0000 00M ORM0
the rectum below Ow bladder chances of cure.
12 Century
7 City in
ODD MOM ORO
plant
kids toting a fresh cut
under normal conditions, the
Russia
00
DOORMIZIO
13 Dimple
On
8 Limb
Christmas tree home from the gland is soft, and nodules in it
1 4 Fruit drink
Q Mrs. B.B. has been ex000 151013 OHO
I 5 Domesticates 9 Communion
MEW
011100
LIMO
only
a
woods is an opportunity
plate
can often be felt by the examin- amined and told that she is in
1 rOne to
ORM
ROO
COM
10
Mental
imwhom
ing finger of the physician. Not good health, but she is troubled
few of us will have this year."
OGOOMO 00151 OM
_ age
legacy is
I 1 Point
hm rnoetr
ROM nnom COMO
bequeathed
Grim said some growers all nodulerare cancer, but mans with swelling in her lower limbs
DOM
MOD
000
19 Urge tor 16 Conjunction
near large cities sometimes of them have to be biopsied with late in the day. She asks for com.ward
30 Eye closely 44 Wife of
18 Toward
or by removing a sam- ment.
21 Spare
Geraint
their plantations to apleneedle
"open
Collector
3
4
shelter
22 Arabian gar of the tivaie from the nodule
A. Assuming that you are in
45 Pronoun
6 Appear
Fidelity
20
merits
people who wish to cut their through the urethra foi
47 Wine cup
37 Endured
22 Tiny particle
good health, your swelling is the
24 Pronoun
49
swan
Printer
23 Uninteresting 39 Male
own tree. This saves the owner
25 March
microscopic study.
result of gravity (orthostatic
measure
4 I Judgment
person
26 Rocky hill
(pi I
42 Yucatan Inthe cost of harvesting and
the front ot edema). It should be worse when
Early
nodules
in
25 Dart
27 Insect
50 Expire
dian
27 Lessen
29 Conjunction
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53 A continent
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there
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"Unfortunately,
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and to be more certain whether tist does). Exercise is helpful.
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a small nodule is present,the use even walking.
38 Lubricate
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39 River in
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NANCY
I WONDER
WHAT I'LL
GET FOR
CHRISTMAS

44044NOW

ARE YOU LOOKING
FOR SANTA
CLAUS?

f

NO - I'M
LOOKING FOR
SANTA

CLUES
V

010.11-16..
0

BEETLE BAILEY
YE5, 5M.
WHAT A15007

Mt53 lict(LSY,
WANT 70 &PEAK
'TO 'IOU ABOUT
YOUR PRIAAPIN6,
COMBING; ADJU5TINEr,
LOO5EN049,
74644TENINE,
AND
54A0OTHINIS.

BLONDIE
It, LIKE TO BUCI
A NICE 0421STMAS

PRESENT FOR
-I. MY WIFE

THE PHANTOM

0
/ 1
1 11

smIA.A.,. Ina

State Police To Be
Out In Force

ADS
Mr J's

WHAT WE do beat is
care. NEEDLINE, 7536333.

Men's
Shop

VallnalawKWOMMKJealiiii

of
Benton

10%

•

DISCOUNT

Hrs: 9 AM to 9 PM Monday thru Saturday: 1
PM to 6 PM Sundays.
Free Gift Wrapping

Benton
Shopping Plaza
Jerry key Owner
Tom Powell Mgr

THE
MeCLURES
GARAGE will be open
from 8 to 5. WW close
December 24 at 12 noon.
Bub Siles is new
mechanic, due to Mr.
McClures illness.
YE OLD Horsetrading
Post and Auction.
General merchandise
wholesale and retail.
Used furniture, antique
toys, throw rugs, throw
pillows, consignments
taken. Flea market
space available. We
buy, sell or horsetrade,
607 South 4th. Call 4362575.
COLOR PORTRAITS,
bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents,8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th,
753-0035. Free parking
lot, use our rear entrance.

I
One Stop
For All
.
1
The Last
.1
Minute
..11

I

Christmas Apples
Rod Dolicioos
Golden Nikki.*
MURRAY COAL
AND ICE
400 Sew* 41b Street
FOREIGN
AUTO
SERVICE invites you to
bring your Volkswagon,
Porsche, Audi, or other
foreign car - in for
prompt and courteous
service. Located on
Industrial Road. Call
753-0521.

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)Kentucky State Police are
planning to comb the state's
secondary roads over the
Christmas and New Year's
holiday
weekends
for
dangerous drivers.
"This is where the drinking HAIRCUT $1.00, Shave,
drivers are driving," LI $.75, at Hornbuckle
Ernest
Bivens, safety Barber Shop, 209 Walnut
education coordinator for the Street.
Mondaystate police, said in an in- Thursday 7:30-11:30;
terview Monday.
Friday dt Saturday 7:30State police records show 3:30. Appointment at
that 90 per cent of fatal ac- home. Call,if needed 753cidents occur on the secon- 3685.
dary highways, and less than
10 per cent on the interstates
If You
and limited access highways.
Bivens said law enNeed Them:
forcement officers will be
153-1441
Fire
concentrating on roads like
/53-1621
Peace
U.S. 60 between Lexington and
153-6952
Rome
Frankfort, which links up with
753-9332
Ambulance
Interstate 64 near Frankfort.
Hospital
"There will be a tremendous
153-5131
Emergent
amount of traffic on roads like
Humane Society
that," Bivens said. "It's
753-3994'
where the partygoers will be
Comenhenive
traveling."
753-6622
Care
State police will be working
Poison Ciskei . . 7534588
overtime during the two
Smits Cakes . . 153-0929
holiday weekends to try to
153-NEED
&Mlle
reduce automobile fatalities,
Bivens said.
. learn to Reed. . . 753-2288
"We'll be out there where
they can see us ::: to'-.try to
Social Concerns
ensure a happy and safe
Committee and
Christmas," he added.
The state police, which will
The Ledger &
also focus on the most heavily
traveled interstates, parTimes
ticularly ' the north-south
-corridors, will have a new
anti-speeding weapon.
The device, in use for less
than a month in Kentucky,
enables a moving police
vehicle to clock the speed of an
oncoming motorist.
A computer in the radar
device adds the speeds of the
two vehicles, subtracts the
police car's speed, and
registers the speed of the car
moving in the opposite
•
direction.
If he's driving too fast, the
police officer merely crosses
Advertisers
ore
requested to check the
the median and cites him.
first Insertion of ods for
State police have purchased
correction.
This
56 of the "moving radar"
newspaper will be
devices and will assign them
responsible for only
to police patrols where the
on incorrect insertion.
holiday traffic is heaviest,
ANY ERROR SHOULD BE
REPORTED IMMEDIATEBivens said.
LY SO, PLEASE CHECK
There were 21 traffic
YOUR AD CAREFULLY
fatalities on Kentucky highAND NOTIFY US PROMways during the Christmas
PTLY IN CASE OF AN
and New Year, holidays last
ERROR.
year, Bivens said.

GOOD USED electric
typewriter. Call 7624796
days,753-9339 evenings.
COINS AMERICAN and foreign. Also old gold.
Call 753-9232.
WANT TO BUY one acre
or less of land. Phone
437-4291.

Shoppers

.ithegaileryi
unlimited
Dinetand Shopping Center

g

Gallery 1 - Prints &
• Custom Framings; g
Gallery 2 - Gifts for
occasions; 11
▪ all
I Gallery 3 - Boutique I
Clothing
hew S. Tops
Tor Wes IIler

Neweemileafesommemilt
3 Carc, OTlArik',
WE WOULD like to thank
everyone that has been
so nice to us during the
illness and death of our
loved one, Rebecca
Crouse. We appreciate
your expressions of
sympathy. Thanks for
the cards, the beautiful
flowers, and the food
brought to our homes.
We thank the Doctors
and nurses at Lourdes
Hospital and at the N-HE Skilled Nursing
Center, Paducah. We
thank Bro. John Hicks
for his kind words, also
the ones that served as
pallbearers and the Max
'Churchill
Funeral
Home. The Family of
Rebecca Crouse.
6. Help Wanted

Check
Your
Ad

LI'L ABNER

14 Vont To ELI

2 NotiLe

FULL
CHARGE
bookkeeper.
Requirements: cash
payments,
cash
receipts, payroll
journal, invoice
verification, quarterly
and sales tax reports.
Other miscellaneous
duties. Full
time
position. Salary commensurate with experience. Call 753-5041
between 1 p. m. and 6 p.
m. to arrange appointment.
IMMEDIATE OPENING
for full time sales
personnel with shoes
and clothing experience.
Age 25-40. This is a local
downtown
privately
owned business. In
applying give age,
marital status, number
of children and ages,
experience with 3
character references.
Apply in own handwriting to P.O. Box 161,
Hazel, Ky. 42049.
WANTED, MALE or
female vocalist for local
rock group. For information call Don: 7539268 before 5 p. m.
LOCAL FIRM
Permanent position. Accounting knowledge and
experience with computer printouts helpful.
Will consider qualified
man or woman. Write
giving personal resume
to Box 32M, Murray, Ky.
RECEPTIONIST for
doctors office,_ Should
have pleasant _personality, typing ` and
filing skills. Experience
preferred
but not
required. Send resume
to MCC, Box 631,
Murray, Ky.
4

I

R.N. Positions Available
for 3-11 a 11.1 shifts.
Coronary Care &
Critical Core Areas.
Good working conditions and good fringe
benefit program including retirement. Contract Director of Nursing 502 46-5221 Ext.
609 Jennie Stuart
Memorial
Hospital
Hopkinsville, Ky. 42240
Equal opportutiity employer

41111011mImmmemimm,

NEED BURLEY Tobacco
pounds for this year,
1976. Will give 20 cents.
Call 489-2126 or 435-4263.
WANT TO BUY metal
bed frame with rollers
or casters. Phone 7536044.
15. Articles For Sale

111

ELEC
and
Mon
dayi

SIN(
Mad
ritIR
Full
cash
Marl
8619.

NEW
and
end

and
High

CHR:
Spec
trud
Stan
Vins
4892.

AVAILABLE NOW.
Urethane foam. All
sizes, all densities. Cut
to your specs. West Ky.
Cabinet Co., 1203 Story
Avenue.753-6767.

FOR)
need:
Sapp
Padu

SALE + CHAINSAW'
chains, %" or 404 pitch.
Enough for 12" bar,
$8.95. 16" bar, $9.95. 20"
bar, $10.95. Wallin
Hardware, Paris, Tenn.

tract
natio
in. SI
row:
7463.

FIREWOOD, $15.00, rick:
up to 24". Call 436-2149.
WOOD FOR SALE. Call
753-7997.
MIRROR SALE PLUS
glass showcases. Tub
and shower enclosures
and storm windows and
doors. M and G Corneta Glass, Dixieland C
enter. Call 753-0180.
LINEAR,BASE(TUBE), •
desk mike, watts meter,
base antenna MS119
scanner, scanner four
channel. Call after 5:00
p. m. 753-9407.
BABY
MATTRESS,
swing and walker. Will
sell cheap. Call 753-0310.
PENTA TREATED
lumber 1" and 2"
dimensional stock. Also
treated poles 8' through
20'. Murray Lumber
Company, 104 Maple,
Murray.
CLEAN RUGS, like new.
So easy to do with Blue
Lustre. Rent electric ,
shampooer. Big K, Bel ;Aire Shopping Center.
WOOD FOR SALE. Call:
437-4620.
HANDMADE BARBIE,
doll clothes. Very,
reasonable. Call 753-,4011.
FIREWOOD FOR SALE.
all oak. 16" to 18" two
rick, $30. 20" to 22", $35.
24" to 36", $40. Call 7532359.
WOOD
BURNING
STOVE, excellent
condition. $45,00. Call
753-7581 after 4 p. m.
16 Home Furnishings
ELECTRIC STOVE, selfcleaning oven. $175.
Christmas tree stand,
$2.00. Call 753-3248.
ELECTRIC STOVE, $40,
.
G. E. refrigerator, $40.
Both white. Call 7539911.
BEAUTIFUL couch and
chair with two free
matching end tables:
Cheap. Call 753-7573.
PALE YELLOW Bamboo
dining room suite.
Lighted china cabinet;
Table and six chairs,'
and serving table. Never
been used. Plastic still
on chairs. Call 753-3981
before 5.
11. Vacuum CIPiners
KIRBY VACUUM Sales'
and Service, 500 Maple
Street. New and rebuilt
vacuums. Call 753-0359.,
24 Hour answering
service.

POOL
acce
new,
7534

RU

us,

inch
with
auto
753-2

STAR!
Goo(

dan

LOW'
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LOW1
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11,Vacuum

Cleaners

22. Musical

ELECTROLUX SALES
and service. Call Tony
Montgomery, 753-6760
day or night.
18 Sewing Machines
SINGER SEWING
Machine, zig zag and all
attachments.
regular
Fully guaranteed. Fully
cash price $39.50. Call
Martha Hopper 1-3548619.
19 Farm Equipment
NEW FORD TRACTORS
and equipment. Yearsend savings. For sales,
parts and service see A
and I Ford Supply,
Highway 54, Paris.
CHRISTMAS GIFT
Specials. Heavy duty
truck tool boxes, $89.95.
Standard boxes, $7915.
Vinson Tractor Co., 7534892.
FOR ALL YOUR fencing
needs. Call AAA Fence
Sapply Co., 1-444-6865,
Paducah, Ky.
806 INTERNATIONAL
tractor, 12 ft. International wheel disc. 5-16
m. semi-mt. plows. Two
row Ford drill. Call 3957463.
20 Spo,,s Equipment
POOL TABLE including
accessories. Cost $400
new, sell for $150. Call
753-9773.
REMINGTON MODEL
11N, 3 inch magnum, 30
inch full choke barrel
with ventilated rib,
automatic. $200. Call
753-2316 after 6 p. m.
2

29. Mobile Home Rentals

LOWERY Magic Genie 44
organ. Automatic rhythm. Like new. One year
old. Call 489-2400.
LOWERY ORGANS
Storey and Clark piano.
Special sale. Reed
Music, Road 58 between
Benton-Mayfield, turn
at Harvey. Call 527-8955.

Beautiful
spinetconsole
stored
locally.
Reported
like new. Responsible party can take a
big saving on low
payment
balance.
Write Joplin Piano
Co., Joplin, Missouri
64801.

46 Homes For Sale

CONRAD'S PIANOS Organs, Kimball and
Baldwin, Lowery -Story
and Clark. Largest
selection in Western
Kentucky,
753-1424,
Olympic Plaza, Murray,
Ky.
24. Ivlisceii,ineoo
FRUIT TREES, apple,
peach, pear and plum.
Standards and dwarfs.
Shirley Garden Center
has all your favorites,
500 N. 4th. Call 753-8944.
CUSTOM MATTRESS
made any size for antique beds or campers.
Buy direct and save on
all
mattresses,
Healthopedic or foam.
WEST KY. MATTRESS,
1136 South 3rd, Paducah,
Phone 1-443-7323.
26. TV Radio
CHRISTMAS SALE on all
1977 Zenith TV's and
stereos. One year free
service on all sets.
Sissions Zenith Sales,
Cuba, Ky. Call 382-2426.
Open Sundays 1-5, Daily
7-6.

24 x 52 DOUBLE WIDE
1972
Hallmark,
3
bedroom, 2 full baths,
utility room, carpet and
storm windows. Unfurnished except for
kitchen. Approximate
price $8,200. Call 7530519 or 240 Riviera Ct.
HOLLY PARK 12 x 62,
with expando and
screened porch. Outstanding buy. Call 7533280.

F31'

Rely

MURRAY
MANOR
APARTMENTS. All
electric.
Stove,
refrigerator, and water
furnished. One and two
bedroom
apartments.
Available now. Call 7538668.

FOR
RENT
Nice furnished apartment for 3 or 4 girls
near campus. Also
efficiency apartments for girls. Phone
753-5865 days, 753..108 after 8:00p.m.

APARTMENT FURNISHED or unfurnished
in nice brick duplex.
Stove, refrigerator, and
water furnished. Apply
at 213 Elm.
ONE BEDROOM furnished apartment for
student. Gas heat.
Available January 1st.
Call 753-3143.
NICE FURNISHED, 1
bedroom
apartment
near
University.
Available after
December 21st. Call 4354578 after 5 p. m.
FOR RENT: Modern
beautiful Valarah Lee
Apartments, unfurnished, 2 bedroom,
bath, utility, living
room, kitchen. Air
conditioned,
refrigerator, range,
garbage
disposal.
Carpeted. $175 per
month. Call 753-3865.

ROOMS FOR RENT in
the country. Call 4362510.
36 For Rent Or lease
FOR RENT - storage or
warehouse. 1600 sq. ft.
Call 753-4857 days, 7537244 nights.

MOP.

Z(277/717rZZIrri
;
?V

FREE

32 Apartments

33. Rooms For Rent

Send resume to City Clerk, City Hall
Building, Murray, KY 42071.
Equal Opportunity Employer

We will oil and adjust
any Sewing Machine

SMALL
HOUSE
or
apartment, unfurnished.
Mature working lady.
Call 753-8056.
UNFURNISHED 2 or 3
bedroom house South of
Murray. Married couple
with
child.
Good
references. Call 4748832.

FOR RENT OR LEASE,
retail store building on
south side court square
Mayfield, 2500 sq. ft.
Call Dal Boyd, 1-2472833.
FOR LEASE - Building,
20 x 60 on 305 N. 4th. Call
753-5881.
37. livestock
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Supplies

HINDS HOG SALE Wednesday December
29, 1976, 1:00 p. m.
Hampshires,
Yorkshires, Landrace,
and Crossbreds. Boars,
bred gilts, and open
gilts. 250 head sell. For
further information call
or write Hinds Farms,
Willow Springs, Mo.
Phone 417-469-2029.
38

49. Used Cars 8. Trucks

NEW
THREE
BEDROOM brick home
in Oaks Estates. Large
living room, and entrance hall, den with
fireplace, 2"2 baths,
double garage with
storage room. Central
heat and air pump.
Concrete
drive.
Beautifully decorated
throughout. $45,000. For
appointment call 4354578 after 5.

31. Plant To Rent
WURLITZER
ORAGN
model 4059. About 4
years old. Can be seen
at James Moody, Route
5, Cherry Corner, Call
753-5668.

The City of Murray is accepting applications for
a Director of the Department of Streets and
Sanitation. The Director is responsible for administering the Department of Streets and
Sanitation; must have a broad knowledge of
modern principles and practices of public administration; must have the ability to direct and
supervise public works activities; and must be
able to maintain effective working relations with
City government officials, other departments
and the public. Must be in good physical condition. Degree preferred. Excellent fringe
benefits including health, and disability insurance, retirement program, vacation, sick
leave. Salary Open.

Zig-Zag

Another View

MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for
rent, at Riviera Courts.
Call 753-3280.

Notice

4
4 New
v_
✓
V New

IP X 30 MO

12 x 51, 2 BEDROOM, all
furnished
electric
mobile home. Deposit
required. No singles.
Located 14 miles East
of Murray on Private
lot. Call 753-9229.

PIANO IN
STORAGE

21 Mobile Hume Sales

STARR SPINET piano.
Good condition. $300.
Call 753-0542.

M

F4MMMM
Don't Forgot Your Pet
At Christmas
Isi,111,740)0
EVERY

NEED
FOR YOUR
PEI IS

4
.t

Al It4
-

PET
WORLD
121 Bypass Murray
753-4131
HOURS 9-9 Weekdays
9-5 Sat.
1-5 51111.
43. Real Estate
DON'T DRIVE to school,
let your children walk to
school if you purchase
this neat and attractive
3 bedroom home 1 block
from Murray High
School. Home has many
outstanding features
including
economic
central gas heat, central
electric air, pegged oak
floor in entry hall, patio,
garage, nice landscaping and reasonable
price in mid 30's. Phone
Kopperud Realty, 7531222, for more information
this
on
charming home.
43 ACROPFARM located
on Highway 94-E of
Murray. This farm has
good tobacco barn. Also
2 stock` ponds. Approximately ko mile of
highway frontage. Many
good building sites.
Would consider dividing
into smaller tracts.
Fulton Young Realty,
408 South 4th, 753-7333.
BARGAIN-PRICED!
Three bedroom, 2 bath
brick on Covey Drive
with patio, carport,
electric wall heat,
dining room, and carpeting* approximate
acre lot. Call 753-8080
today for the low, low
price on this one. Boyd
Majors Real Estate, 105
N. 12th.
WE HAVE beautiful
wooded lots on 641
South. Excellent for
home or trailer, also
beautiful
lot
in
Panarama Shores,
Lynnwood Estates and
Fairview Acres and
Meadow Green Acres.
Call for details. Fulton
Young Realty, 408 South
4th, 753-7333.
75 ACRE TRACT Near
Kentucky Lake. This
'land is ideal for cattle or
horse farm - all fenced
with
good
ponds,
tobacco base, modern
stable with water and
electricity, other outbuildings on beautiful
rolling land. Brick 2
bedroom home with
fireplace, central
elortric heat and air,
and 3 car carport
overlooks countryside
with
lovely
view.
Reasonably priced, so
phone us at Kopperud
Realty, 753-1222, for
more information on
this choice property.

Pets Supplies

IN KENYA 7001."

=SIMI

NEW
THREE
BEDROOM brick home
in beautiful Lynnwood
Estates. This home has
central heat and air.
Also many nice features
in the dining area.
Garage has entrances
from side street. Only
two miles from town.
Fulton Young Realty,
408 South 4th, 753-7333.

A GOOD inexpensive one
bedroom home located'
BY
OWNER:
Two
on Ky 121 at Coldwater.
bedroom brick house,
Community
water
fireplace, garage,
system. House is on nice
storage building, large
level lot that could be
shady lot. $25,500. Call
used for a future
753-5818.
business location. John
C. Neubauer, Realtor,
41 Motorcycles
Street.,
Main
505
Murray, 753-0101 or call
YAMAHA MINI Enduro.
Brice Ratterree at 753Motorcycle trailer. 1975
5921.
Honda 550 four with
windjammer. Call 7532226
ROBERTS REALTY your leader in sales for
1976 needs your listings.
Call 753-1651, if you are 1973 HONDA CL70, low
mileage, good condition.
interested in selling
Call 753-1541.
your property.
JUST LISTED unique 4
bedroom showcase
offering Williamsburg
Decor of elegance and
warmth - enticing
features include 2
fireplaces, 4 baths, rec.
room with cooking
facilities, built-in kitchen with indirect
lighting, workshop for
Dad, play room for
children, craft room for
Mom - privacy abounds
the two secluded walled
patios surrounded by
two acres of trees • floor
plan ideal for family
with teenagers or live in
inlaws - will consider
trade. Guy .--Spans
Realty, 901 Sycamore,
753-7724.

46. Homes For

THREE
BEDROOM
brick on 2 acre lot. Two
miles South. Immediate
possession. Call 7537867.
BY OWNER - 2 bedroom
brick, fireplace, garage,
patio, large shaded lot.
$25,500. Call 753-5818.

FOR ALL YOUR insurance or real estate
needs. Call Wilson
Insurance and Real
Estate, 753-3263. Across
from Post Office.

ARC GERMAN SHORT
haired Pointer puppies.
Excellent blood lines.
$40 and up. Call 354-8776.

TWO ACRES OF land
east of-Alm° on blacktop
road. Call 753-4418

50 Campers
16' TRAILER, camper
sleeps six. Call 753-4904
1 Services Offered
PAINTING interior and
exterior. Texture ceiling
and sheetrock finishing.
Call Ralph Worley, 7530708.
ELECTRICAL REPAIR
of electric heat, air
condition, appliances,
water pumps, water
heaters and wiring. 30
Years experience. Call
436-5676.

CUSTOM HAY bailing
and custom combining.
Call 753-8090.

51 Services Offered

DRIVEWAYS WHITE
rocked and graded. Free
estimates. Call Clifford
Garrison 753-5429.

ROY HARMON'S Carpenter
Shop.
Professionals. Building,
remodeling, repairing.
Call 753-4124, South 4th
Street, next to Drive-In
Theatre.

ELECTROLUX SALES
and service. Call Tony
Montgomery, 753-6760,
clay or night.
FOR A FREE estimate
on all stump removal
Contact K and S Stump
Removal, 435-4343 or
753-9490.
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN prompt efficient service. NO job
too small. Call Ernest
White, 753-0605.
FOR YOUR SEPTIC
TANK and backhoe
work needs call John
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
436-2586.
GLASS REPAIR WORK
for storm windows and
doors. Window glass,
mirrors, and auto glass
replacement. M and G
Complete
Glass,
Dixieland
Shopping
Center,753-0180.

KIRBY CARPET CARE
clean rugs of all kinds
In business, homes, and
institution rugs conic
steam
clean
by
cleaning.
Free
estimates. 24 hour answering service, 500
Maple 753-0359.
UPHOLSTERING
custom and specializing
in antiques. Call 7530493.
FAIN'S ELECTRICAL
Residential;
Service.
mobile home - hookup
and service. Licensed
Roger Fain, 435-4539.

-RENT RINSENVAC
IN odor -116-11 yowler milted
clams carpals as

EASILYVI mond partabla pow*,
Mtrao anes Irt 55neva

EFFECTIVELYmans 'miss

and vacuums
AA Om dawn Art and
rune in a sonic MOW

ECONOINGAU.YC HMOS OM on

84 WILSON Trucking.
Dozer, gravel and dirt.
Call 474-8854, 527-1969, or
527-1315.

fo,0,11.511.0.41,1 00 al
a traction at is. cost
(YOU SAVE UP TO
$2506 PER SOW

TILE - TILE - TILE.
Complete patio and
porches, brick and tile,
showers, entrance,
kitchens. Call J. R.
Hamilton, 753-8500.

Root for oily $12 00 a day
Be4- Air Decor Store

TAIL GATE for 1971
Chevrolet
pickup
Heavy duty bumpers for
pickup. Call 436-2149.
49.Used Cars & Trucks
lflZ DATSUN PICKUP.
Call 7U-5561.
1973
CUTLASS
SUPREME 2 door
hardtop, power brakes
and steering, air, AMFM tape, road wheels.
40,000 miles. $2,950. Call
after 5, 753-5151.
1853 FORD, $100. 1969
Pontiac. Call 753-0209.
1872 CHEVROLET ImpaLla, good condition,
50,000 miles. $1515.00.
Call 767-4793.
1970 LTD 9 passenger
station wagon with
double power and air.
$925.00. Phone 354-6217.
1969 DODGE CORONET 4
door. Runs good. Good
second car. $200 firm.
Ask for David at 7538918.
CHRISTMAS SPECIAL.
1968 Mercury Montego, 2
door hardtop, 302 V-8
engine, A-1 shape. Can
be seen
McClures
Garage at 501 South 5th.
Call 753-0170.
1966 FORD GAI.AXIE
500, low mileage, new
tires. Call 753-7438

,o
Jumpsuits

g
d The Youth Shop `(,
<,
0
.,
SO4 Maio - Murray
\.
C
sad Gown ands
sou'

Robes

ELECTRICIAN. Trouble
shooting, specialty. Call
Sandy Harmon,753-4484.
WILL DO inside or outside painting and small
carpentry work. Phone
527-9959.
INSULATION BLOWN in
by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling
bills. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 for free
estimates.
NEED TREES cut or
firewood. Call 753-4707.
FENCE SALES AT
SEARS now. Call Doug
Taylor at 753-2310 for
free estimates for your
needs.
GUTTERING
BY
SEARS, Sears seamless
gutters installed per
your specifications. Call
Doug Taylor at 753-2310
for free estimates.
WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements
dry, work completely
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Construction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone day or
night 442-7026.

--1.

SAVE
NOW
FREE
20 MILE
DELIVERY
$425.00
mood, ready to no. Omit • Is. IPAMMLP,
various vies kett Ito& at old pricy'. Ivy the twit for
CUSTOM BUILT PORTAILE BUILDINGS 753-0914
',Ls

DOZER WORK - small
-size ideal for leveling,
spreading backfilling.
Call 753-7370 or 753-7570.
GENERAL BACKHOE
work, white gravel,
bank gravel. Call 436.2306.
ELECTRICAL WIRING
home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, plumbing
and heating. Call 4748841 or 753-7203.

Sillk Usk. 713-)647

54 Frte
FREE TWO mixed breed
puppies. Two month old
black and white female,
will be small. 10 week
old brown male will be
medium size. Friendly
and playful. Call 7533994 after 4:30
10 WEEK OLD KITTEN,
female, smokey gray
Loving and playful. Call
753-3535 after 5 p. m.

Christmas
Specials!
Silver and Pewter
Gift Items
Wide

Variety of

Place Mats &
Napkin Sets
Selection

of

Sheets
in:
King, Queen, Full and Twin
sizes

Towel Sets
Unfinished tables and chairs
and much much more All
reasonably priced

The Blackford House
753-6660

CARPET ._CL_EANING
experienced, very
reasonable rates,
references,
free
estimates. Quick drying.
Call 753-5827 or 753-9618.

1804 Coldwater Rood
Hours: 10-8 Mon.-Thurs.
Open Christmas Eve

HAVING TROUBLE
getting those small
plumbing jobs done?
Then call 753-6614.

Balance your expenses and income. Be sure to
have what you want when you want it.
If You Pay Now

GUTTER CLEANING
for
Call
Service,
arrangements at 7538078 on weekdays.

Beakameric.ord - Pilaster Charge

ONE REGISTERED
female Beagle. Good
rabbit dog. One Coon
dog started. Also Beagle
pups. Call 753-7126.

1974 V.W. Super Beetle,
50,000 miles. $1700. Call
753-3185.

48 Automotive Service

Get Well Todd
Dresses

1975
CHEVROLET
pickup, 4 wheel drive.
AM-FM tape player, tilt
wheel, air, factory
wheels. Sharp. Call after
5:30, 437-4799.

FIREWOOD: CUT to
order. Also split rail
fences. Will deliver. Call
evenings 901-247-4569.

Sale

BY OWNER - 3 bedroom
home, den, large utility
room, 2 outbuildings,
apple trees. 2 miles
South of shopping center
on 641. Call 753-0154.

1973 BUICK CENTURY,2
door, automatic, air,
radial tires, very clean.
50,000 miles. Asking
$2575. Call 753-8019.

30 IN. HIGH trail mini
bile. Great Christmas
gift. Good price. Call
753-7327.

45 Farms For Sale
FARM PROPERTY, 67
acres located 2v2 miles
west of Crossland on
Jones Mill Road. Approximately 28 acres in
cultivation has good
barn and large pond.
Also on good gravel
road. Price $20,000.
Fulton Young Realty,
408 South 4th, 753-7333.

1963 FORD customized
van, mag wheels, 8
track stereo. Must see to
appreciate. Call 4928441.

51 Services Offered

LAKELAND
CONSTRUCTION backhoe
work in Baywood,
Panorama Shores area.
White rock delivered
anywhere. Call Ross,
436-2505.
MOBILE HOME anchors,
underpinning,
aluminum awning, and
roofs sealed. Call
evenings, 753-1873, Jack
Glover.
WHY PAINT? Let Glover
Wilson
put
and
aluminum siding and
trim on your house. Also
awnings and carports.
Call 753-1873.

Attention Farmers!!!
1. Hutson Chemical Company will guarantee NO
price increase to date of delivery.
2. If Hutson lowers price you will get the benefit
of the cheaper price.
3. If material is available anywhere at a cheaper
price Hutson will refund money or meet the
price.

Free Protection
More Service
Better Results
Lower Prices
Bulk Loading and
Spreader Service
anytime-by appointment

Hutson Chemical
Co., Inc.
Murray, Ky. 42071
Hours: Mon.-Fri.
7:00a.m.-5:00 p.m.
Closed: Dec. 24 & Dec. 25 & New Year's 1)ay
Phone 502-753-1933
Ky. Toll Free No. 1-800-592-3969

•
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Deaths and Funerals
Services Today
Mother Of Murray
Mrs. Ella Morris
Dies At Age 99; e Woman Dies Sunday For Mrs. Riley
Mrs. Cora Kendall Riley,
Word has been received of
Funeral Is Today
the death of Mrs. Georgia widow of the Rev. L R. Riley,

Funeral Is Today
For Mrs. Colson

The funeral for Mrs. Evie
Colson is being held today at
Mrs. Ella Morris, who would McGee, mother of Mrs. died Saturday afternoon in
two p.m, at the Ledbetter
Baptist Church, where she have been one hundred years Thelma Bailey of 205 Walnut Jackson, Miss., where she had
was a member, with the Rev. old on February 2, died Street, Murray, who died at been making her home with
Charleston, Mo., Sunday her daughter, Mrs. Joe Odle.
Glen Cope and the Rev. Paul
Mrs. Riley and her husband
morning.
Bogard officiating. The music
services
burial
lived
for many years in West
and
Funeral
Bobbie
is by Juanita Lee and
are being held today at Tennessee and West Kentucky
Burkeen, pianist.
where her husband pastored
Ckarleston, Mo.
Serving as pallbearers are
Baptist Churches. They lived
Charles
Jones,
Guinn
in Mayfield for twenty years
Jackson, Charles McCuiston,
following the Rev. Riley's
Max Boyd, and Kim Penretirement from the active
nington, grandsons, and Regie
ministry. Her husband died in
Ellis. Burial will be in the
Final rites for Mrs. Duma August, 1975.
Ledbetter Cemetery with the
Besides the daughter with
Martin of 411 North Second
arrangements by the J. H.
Street, Murray, are being held whom she made her home,
Churchill Funeral Home.
today at two p.m. at St. John's Mrs. Riley is survived by a
Mrs. Colson, age 90, Murray
Baptist Church with the Rev. granddaughter and two great
Route Three, died Sunday at
Dennis Joe Ward officiating. grandchildren, of Memphis,
10:10 a.m. at the MurrayInterment will be in the Tenn.
Calloway County Hospital.
Mrs. Ella Morris
The funeral was held at
Murray City Cemetery with
Her husband, Joe Colson, died
her
p.
m.
at
eleven
Sunday
at
3:30
a. m. today at High
the
by
arrangements
July
Born
the
1973.
September
in
Point
Baptist
Church,
29, 1886, she was the daughter home on Route Two, Puryear, Rutledge Funeral Home.
Mrs. Martin, widow of Mayfield, with the Rev. James
of the late Daniel and Martha Tenn., Jones Mill Community.
The deceased was married Chester Martin, died Saturday Tharp, the Rev. Orman
Duke Ellis of Calloway
County. Two grandsons, October 22, 1899, to William T. morning at the Murray- Stegall and the Rev. Joe
Carrico in charge. Burial was
Ronnie Colson and Junior Morris who died September Calloway County Hospital.
She is survived by one in Highland Park Cemetery.
Boyd, preceded their grand- 23, 1952. Born February 2,
1877, in Henry County, Tenn., sister,
Serving as pallbearers were
Sylvia
Mrs.
mother in death.
five she was the daughter of the Wooldridge, and one brother, Robert Herring, Joe Bagwell,
are
Survivors
daughters, Mrs. Harold late William Kuykendoll and Alvis McCuiston, Evansville, Herman Luter, Harry Yates,
(Lovella) Boyd, Murray Jane Wilson Kykendoll. She Ind., and several nieces and Charles Nelson and J. W
Crowley.
Route Two, Mrs. Joe (Lorene) was a member of the North nephews.
Fork
Baptist
Church.
Four,
Route
Murray
Jackson,
Mrs. Morris is survived by
Mrs. Holman (Treva) Jones,
South 13th • Street, Murray, five daughters, Mrs. Bertie,
Mrs. Clinton (Hilda) Pen- Jenkins and Mrs. Jessie
Two,
Route
niiigton, Murray Route Three, Paschall,
Federal State Market News Service
Jewel
Term.,
Mrs.
Puryear,
December 21,1976
Outland,
Nell
and Mrs.
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Myrtle
Vandyke,
Key,
Mrs.
- Clearwater, Fla.; one son,
Report Includes8 Buying Stations
Mrs. Lucy McNabb of Receipts: Act. 423 Est. 500 Barrows &
Cletus Colson, Oxford Drive, and Mrs. Larue Orr, Puryear,
Gilts mostly .50-.75 lower Sows steady .50
Murray; half brother, Hardy Tenn.; one step daughter, Murray died Monday at6:45 p. lower instances 1.00 lower
239.75-40.00
Ellis, Paducah; eleven Mrs. Ovie Wilson, Puryear; m. at the Calvert City Con- US 1-2 soo-no lbs.
$39.25-39.75
US I-3200-2401k..
grandchildren; ten great two sons, Gaylon and Howard valescent Home. She was 90 US
$38.25-39.25
2-4 240-260 lb..
Morris, Route Two, Puryear, years of age.
637.25-31125
US 3-4260-200 lbs.
grandchildren.
Sows
Term.
The deceased was the wife US 1-2 270-350lbs.
127.50-20.00
Also surviving are three of L. G. McNabb who died in US 143004301k..
n6.50-27.50
$77.0046.00
=a
450450
lb..
sisters, Mrs. Ida Elkins, Mrs. 1947. She was a member of the
$25.50-26.50
US 2-33004001in
Lillian Ross, and Mrs. Naomi Seventh and Poplar Church of Boars 15.00-17.00
Olive, Paris, Tenn.; one Christ. Born March 24, 1886, in
brother, Coy Kuykendoll, Calloway County, she was the
Puryear, Tenn.; twenty-two daughter of the late William
grandchildren; fifty-two great H. Scott and Laura Hudspeth
grandchildren; twenty-eight Scott.
great great grandchildren.
Mrs. McNabb was preceded
Preceding her in death were in death by one son, Wade
two sons, Odie Morris in 1976 McNabb, in November 1972.
Story Hour at the Calloway
and One Morris in 1965, and
Survivors are two sons,
one daughter, Miss Zipora Scott McNabb, 1000 Westgate, County Public Library on
Wednesday at 10 a. m. will
Morris in 1972.
Murray, and Blaine McNabb,
Funeral services are being El Centro, Calif.; one brother, feature a Christmas story told
Eversmeyer,a
held today at two p. m. at the S. B. Scott, San Angelo, by Miss Elaine
University
Murray
State
chapel of the McEvoy Funeral Texas; four grandchildren,
Home, Paris, Term., with the Monte McNabb, Wanda Kaye student. She will be dressed as
Rev. James Phelps of- McNabb, Jan McNabb, and Mrs. Santa and will present a
story from the book THE,
ficiating.
Anita McNabb.
SILVER•diRISTMAS
TREE.
Serving as pallbearers are
The funeral will be held
Terry Sills, Morris Jenkins, Wednesday at ten a. m. at the Elaine has been active in
Gaylon Morris, Warren Sykes, chapel of the J. H. Churchill several Children's Theatre
Jerry Lee, and Glen Morris. Funeral Home with Bro. John Productions and recently
Burial will be in the Puryear Dale officiating. Burial will be played, the part of Kanga in
the Winnie-The-Pooh
Cemetery.
in the Elm Grove Cemetery. production.
Friends may call at the
Mark Austin and Carol
funeral home after four p. m. Spann will lead the children in
today (Tuesday).
Christmas Caroling with the

Gen,Tire
Goodrich
Gulf Oil
Pumwak
Quaker Oda
Repuhke Steel

Sinier Mfg,

TIPP=
Western Union
Lon Radio

I
ATTEND CONFERENCE—Danny Cunningham, left,
president of the Adult Farmer Program at the Murray
Vocational Center, and Jamie Potts, agriculture teacher,
attended the 10th National Young Farmer Institute in
Denver, Colorado, recently. Forty young farmers and
their wives attended from Kentucky, and were among
about 1,200 from 20 states that have organized young
farmer programs. McKee! Equipment Co., Shoemaker
Seed Co., and Murray Warehousing Corp. provided the
air fare expense for Cunningham to attend the institute.
Staff Photo by David Hill

Your Choice

2 CARAT
CLUSTERS

'999
OPEN NIGHTS AND SUN
IllesT.ot,oroa felorg•d To See*. Delo,

'
S
MICHELSON
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was 84 years of age.
The Calloway resident was
the wife of Thomas A. Brown
who died in November 1971.
She was a member of the First
Baptist Church at Louisville.
Born July 26,1892, she was the
daughter of the late Josh A.
Ellison and Mary Dishrnan
Ellison of Calloway County.
Mrs. Brown is survived by
two half sisters, Mrs. Anna B.
Counts of Murray Route Five
and Mrs. Ida Adams of
Sleiton, Texas; one half
brother, Roy Ellison, 321
North Fifth Street, Murray.
The funeral will be held
Wednesday at eleven a. m. at
the chapel of the Max Churchill Funeral Home with the
Rev. Stanley Letterman officiating. Burial will be in the
Barnett Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.

igliMaiMMOMM
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Last Minute

Christmas
. Shoppers
don't forget the

Bamboo
Garden
1914

eoldwater Road

We will close Friday, Dec. 24 at 3 p.m.

SW -1-%

Retirement
Account

ndividual

If I Immo my present lob for

ally reason, am

I

sign up for on MA?
YES...provided your new employer doesn't
have a qualified profit-sharing or pension plan in
which you are an active participant.

vgir/PEOPLESIBANK
KY.
MURRAY
MC MIK• FOIC

'
or 11041

GE Ai cu. ft.
REFRIGERATOR-FREEZER
WITH GIANT 0.96 Cu. ft. TOP
FREEZER. Only 301
/
2" wide. Big extra
storage in both doors. Power Sayer
Switch helps reduce operating cost.

074

Model
TBF 21D

\,f_••"- -

Regular Price $539.95
LESS "Factory $1000
Sale Days"
DISCOUNT
!C, Qs.'" •_,41 _

YOU PAY

•If

46995

SAVE$40
GE BIG-CAPACITY, 4-CYCLE
WASHER WITH AUTOMATIC
PERMANENTPRESS COOLDOWN. 2 wash/2 spin speeds!

4 water levels! 3 wash/rinse
temp. combinations!
Regular Price $339.95
LESS
$
"Factory
Sale Days"
DISCOUNT

4000

Model
.1BS 16
Y
122/L
fj $29995

SAVE

Model WPM 8310P

sAvEs20°°

GE ELECTRIC RANGE WITH
EASY-CLEAN PORCELAIN
ENAMEL STANDARD OVEN.

CAPACITY
AUTOMATIC SENSOR
CONTROL DRYER. "No-

Picture window in removable
oven door. Tilt-Lock Calrod
surface units.

GE I8-LB.

s249"
CASH
:$35
INSTALLATION ALLOWANCE

vit

SA VE.s8Ow

I

SAVE

f

1

07

Murray Appliance Co.
Up To 24 Months To Pay - Bank Rates
90 Days Same As Cash - No Money Down

Imo

.0 •

•

Carlide. w
W.R.Grace
tame
General Elec.
GAF
Geergia
Claeific
Mar
Jim Walters
Kirsch

Mrs. Euing (Beatrice
Regular Price $299 95
Gness" sensor monitors _
temperatures, ends cycle
Osbron) Geurin of 20400
5000
LESS "Factory Salo
when clothes are dry.
Days" DISCOUNT
Keating, Detroit, Mich., died
Regular Price $229.95
Friday at a hospital there. She
LESS "Factory $2000
was 64 years of age and her
Sal. Days"
YOU PAY
death followed an extended
DISCOUNT
illness.
Born in Calloway County on
YOU PAY $20995
April 13, 1912, she was the
Model DDE 82080
daughter of the late R. L.
Florence
and
Osbron
Ferguson Osbron.
direct from General Electric on purchase
GE SIG-SCREEN
Mrn. Geurin is survived by
of any of these appliances between
COLOR TV WITH
her husband, Euing Geurin;
ONE-TOUCH
September 27 and November 27, 1976.
four brothers, Wavel Osbron, By BILL BERGSTROM
COLOR* SYSTEM.
Black Matrix in-Line
New Concord, Luther Osbron, Associated Press Writer
Picture Tube System.
•#
,70---Oc:
Murray Route Eight, Willie FRANKFORT, Ky. AP ) —
•
"Click-in" UHF tuner.
Regular
Osbron, Detroit, Mich., and As long as temperatures are in•
Rudolph Osbron, Rockford, the teens, Kentucky's huge
Price $499.95
LES4
Ill.; three sisters, Mrs. blackbird flocks can bed down
Days"8000
$
—
:
L
._
_
_
;
_
Sale
ale
Days"
• Thelma Simons, Mrs. Ola in their roosts at night without
.•'•
--.w•
ii
DISCOUNT
Tbone, and Mrs. Berline fear of a deadly detergent
_Hopkins, all of Detroit, Mich; dousing.
You $41 995
CInstallation $2CInstallation
several nieces and nephew's. State Pest Control Director
PAY
Wu.Allowance
Va.Allowance
Model WYC 7557W0
Funeral services were held Coburn Gayle is waiting for
Stand Included!
on any GE Built-In P-7'
on General Electric
gh impact plastic cabinet; simulated walnut grain finish
Monday at 1:30 p. m. at the just the right weather to
DISHWASHERS
Seff
Cleaning
Overt
BULT-IN
ct
•Icr•ps 000950 &
Central Freewill Baptist launch aerial spraying atta?,ks •
Church, Detroit, Mich., with with the PA-14 detergent, and
••
GE PORTA COLOR* TV
(;)
f••-•
the Rev. Raymond Riggs and with good reason: the attacks
WITH ONE-TOUCH e
the Rev. Milton Worthington are expensive.
COLOR SYSTEM. Solid
State Chassis. In-Line Picture
officiating. Burial was In the PA-14 concentrate is $5 a
$O C Installation VIM Installation
Tube System.
Allowance
IV Allowance
Rosland Park Cemetery gallon and it takes 20 gallons
Regular Price $389.95
os any GE Built-la
so any GE Bailt-le
•
there.
to satUrate One acre of a bird
KM
LESS
"Factory Sale$60
COOKTOP
CONVENDONAL
COOKTOP
Wavel and Luther Osbron roost.
•
00
Days" DISCOUNT
smte brecr ro It, 00,01.00, In* 1:09
••••••
••GE
attended the funeral services Then there are personnel
Shaw,MN CM 00 1o00 roes,/ warrePseee 0 year bee Pres
wyA
5526W0
Sootemb• 77 .11,00911 Pforombe, n 'etc
in Detroit
costs and the expense of
High impact plastic cabinet;
YOU PAY $32995
:mewed witiovt-eme-Ilmsh
renting the helicopter used for
the spraying, which is
MISS YOUR PAPER?
currently stationed within a
Sisitscribers who bow eet
few minutes travel of a roost
Oeportmerit
received Moir heaw-dolivored
in Logan County.
Service
keVteve that
Imppe
copy of The Murray ledger
les
Two attempts to spray the
ApiAiiince
our so
ko 11
Iltoweirr.
Times by S:30 p.
Waresinsregtoi porl oi
Logan County roost, including
Friday Sr by 3:30 p. se Satur%ones
one last weekend, have been • Yle 'et is Go
lelrOcne 753 1586
e6
StlitNACE
Generiillect•lc
satt•
753-1916
days ere urged to cell
called off when it appeared
a
f.
tOnt•
o
%me
,1001
complete 111•0•4
rainfall would be less than,
between 5:30 p.m. and p. m.,
9409 stock;
0•90
901:WM
one-quarter inch.
Mooday-Friday, er 3:30 p. rn
Ser41t•
•Ill•e servlitMel WW1
gout
One-half inch or more of
•166 cons*,48
sad 4p. m. Saturdays, te Were
.44e
rain
is
preferred 'for best
delivery of Ms ornitspoper. Calls
results with the PA-14.
most ea pieced by 6 p. m. week..•••••"'"' •
Gayle said Monday that he
days or 4 p.
Saterdays to
AP
won't order an attack until
• ,
goorowtoo delivery.
p;'
"""••••• wrc
conditions are ideal.
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State Waiting For
Right Weather
To Spray Birds

re mac

42% -%
III 4%
27% 4%
27-41
U% -%
12% Ali
U% Ai
27-41
II% 444
Mimic
4,1% 4%

Xbu1yt

SA VE$7000

At'
s,

SAW

carolers singing around each
of the eight Christmas trees in
the library.
The film "The Little
Shepherd and the First
Christmas" will also be
shown.
All children are invited to
the Wednesday morning Story
Hour from 10:00-11:00. There
will be no Wednesday afternoon story hour this week,
a library spokesman said.

29% +45
51% +I%

licDoneldeCsrp.
*Mama

„,..._.,
isonas
br le

Special Story Hour
At Library On
Wednesday Morning

Mrs. Lula E. Brown
Dies At Westview;
Services Tomorrow Mrs. Geurin Dies
Mrs. Lula Ellison Brown of
Murray Route Five died At Detroit; Was
Monday at 4:15 p. m. at the
Westview Nursing Home. She Former Countian

WI -%
4 um
SI% 4%
Mt +la
52% vac
52% MC
704 +1
U unc
U% 4%
U% sic
XI% 4%•
234 4%
II% IOC
17% mac
9% 4%
0% me
II% -%

c5
Gell.
G
Gem.=

Mrs. Lucy McNabb Purchase Area
Hog Market
Dies On Monday;
Rites Wednesday

DIAMOND

+LW

.Av.

Akar
Am.Mears
Ashland Qil
A.T.&T.'
Ford Motor

Final Rites Today
For Mrs. Martin
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